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The primary purpose of this paper is to present specific data 
as a means of eJq)lainiug the sedimentation eondi tions at the time of 
depos! tieD of the Oriskany Sandstone. The data were obtelned through 
the use ot laboratory methods upon specimens taken from several out-
crops in the vicinity of Monterey, Virginia (see DartJn's U. S. G. S. 
folio No. 51). In addition t ilt' the presentation or objective results, 
the author has attempted to make tentative interpretations of them, 
based primarily upon textural and shape analysis of the sediments! 
The writer realizes that the investigation i s inad~quate in many 
respects, due to lack of time available tor field stlldy end collection, 
and the little experience with similar types of problems. It 1s to 
be hoped, however, that a more complete report Juay be forthcoming in 
the near fUture. 
The writer wishes to aclmow1edge the assistance given to her by 
Dr. Reuel B. Frost and Dr. 'Erwin C .. Stumm. of Oberlin Oo119ge for he1p-
tul suggestions throughout the course of this study; she 1s indebted 
also, to Dr. Marcellus H. Stow, Washington and Lee University, for 
information dealing with the mineralogy of the Oriskany sedl.l'lents; 
and to Dr. Arthur Beven of the Virginia Geological SUrvey for maps 
and valuable information as to the l ocation of outcrops. Above all, , . 
she wishes to express her appreciation to Dr. Fred Foremen of Oberlin 
College, at whose suggestion and under whose direction this study has 
been carried on, for his constant interest and assistanc-e in every 
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Gnll!RAL GIDLOGY OF ORISKANY SANDSTONE 
Correlation and Regional stratigra.phz, 
The Oriskany sandstone is of Loller Devonian age and is believed 
to have received its name f'rolil Oriskany Falls in Oneida County in 
east-central New York, 'Where it occurs as a nearly pure quartz send-
stone not exceeding 20 feet in thicknesa. 
In the folded Appalachians the tam Oriskany has come to be 
applied to a series made up of two distinct phases shown to be some-
what related faunally but decidedly unlike in lithology: the Lower, 
or Ridgely Sandstone member and the Upper, or Huntersville Ch-ert. 
The sandstone or Ridgely member, called the Monterey Sandstone by 
1 
Darton, 1s the formation dealt with in thls paper. It 1s correlated 
with the Ridgely sandstone unit in eastern Pennsylvania. New York, 
West Virginia, and Gaspe Canads, but its type 10cal1 ty is beliav.ed to 
be in Cumberland, Maryland. Although its thickness is greatly de-
creased and 1 t contains many more 1mpur1 ties, 1 ts general 11 tholog10 
character, and the type f8UD.!l, 1s retained in the Monterey vicin1ty. 
Thera have been several other viewS as to the subdiT1sions of 
1 Un1t<ed States Geological Survey, Folio No. 61. 
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1 
the Oriskany aeries. .Although the West Virginia Survey l"efers to 
the atorementioned Ridgely and Hunt'8rsville diVisions named in 8seend-
ing order, in Maryland, the Orlelamy tonuation consists of a lower, 
black cherty layer overlain by a c81.oareous sandstone, and these un! ts 
named in ascending order are mown 88 Shriver Chert and Ridgely Sand-
2 
stone. In the Monterey, Warm and Hot Springs area of Virginia, how-
STer, the Monterey 8andstone ~ corresponding to the Ridgely sandstone 
of Maryland and West Virginia, 1s the principal division of the 
Oriskany Formation. In the Monterey viCinity, also , the New Scotland 
limestone member of the underlying Helderberg tomation is inrmediately 
oTerlain by blaCk cherty beds containing few fossils , Which formation . 
3 
according to Swartz, 1s the southernmost extension of the Shriver 
Chert of Cumberland. This chert is in turn overlain by the Oriskany 
sandstone , and has been the subject of' extensive controversy as to 
wh~ther it is actually to be consi dered Shriver Chert, and as such . 
a lower division of' the Oriskany , or whether it 1s part of the 
Becraf't limestone and, '3.S such. one of the divisions of the upper 
Helderbergian. 
According to Swartz, the stratigraphic pOSItions of the Shriver 
and Becratt formations can perhaps be considered alik'S, for in sections 
of Virginia especially, the displacement of the one lithologic unit 
1 West Virginia Geological Survey County Reports . 1929, Pocahontas 
County, p . 252. 
2 Maryland Geological Survey, Lower Devonian, p . 91. 
3 Frank McKim Swartz, Helderberg Group of Parts of West Virginia. and 
Virginia, Short~r Contributions to Geology, Geological Surrey 
Professional Paper, 158 , 1929, p. 47 .at. seq. 
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by the other, 1s quite oommon . He has also suggested th-e possibility 
that the Shriver chert 1s nothlngmore than a muddy bottom phase 
equivalent in time to the Becraft limestone. this statement being 
baaed upon faunal and stratigraphic relationships between the two. 
HoW6Ter, the probl6m is still an open one, since the fauna ot the 
Shriver Formation tends to tie it in more closely with the Oriskany 
than the fauna of the Becraft would penni t with that same to.rmation. 
The wrl tar had the opportunl ty of' studying the lower contact ot 
the Oriskany .sandstone both in the Back Creek Mountain west of Wam 
Springs , and in Monterey vicinity. In the Wann Springs section the 
sandstone rested upon a limestone that seemed essentially chert-
1'res, but fUrther north, just ·east of Monterey, and in the Strait 
Creek viCinity, cherty contaot phases were eVident, which, due to 
the lack of indicative fossils. could not defin1tely be classed as 
either Shriver or Becraft . 
The upper contact o.f the Oriskany sandstone with the Romney 
Shale. i n the several. places that permitted study, appeared almost 
knife-edged in sharpness. Until recently it was generally believed 
that the Oriskany series marldng the end of the Lower Devonian showed 
a striking hiatus of considerable magnitude between the Lower and 
1 
Middle Devonian and in this respect. Darton points out an erosional 
1 DR. oit. 
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unconformity between the Romney and Oriskany formations. 
however, in a rather comprehensIve study. celled attention to the 
prasence of Onondaga fauna in basal sections at Romney, and thus 
stimulated further investigation into the problem witn the r~sult 
that tode.y. 1Nhile such evidences as the abrupt lithologic change from 
Oriskany to Romne~ l .evidence of erosion in some sections of the upper-
most Oriskany beds , and iron deposits in these same horizons . does 
give some weight to Darton ' s theory, the current belief Is that e. 
rather short but definite erosional period did occur at that time. 
Summar!ly then, the Oriskany Sandstone forms the upper diVision 
of' tha Lower Devonian Rocks , lying beneath the Romney of Middle 
Devonian time and above the Helderberg Group of' Lower Devonian time. 
In this paper only the sandstone phase of the Oriskany formation 
was studied in the laboratory. and although the cherty phases era 
considered 1n a later discussion o"f the cond1 tiona o"f sedimentation. 
their occurrences in the :region under conSideration appeared spasmodic 
and variable. B~tlmeB appearing at the base of the form~tlon. other 
times at the top of the formation , and at a few places at both the 
bottom and top of th-e series. 
Regional Geology 
As thB index map accompanying this paper (Plate I) indicates, 
the specimens analyzed were taken mainly from the viCinity included 
1 E. Me Kindle , Onondaga Fauna of AllegheJlY Resion , Un1 ted States 
Geologieal Survey, Bulletin 508: 1912 , p .. 5 at seq. 
1 
in the eastern section of Monterey Quadrangle at Darton's tollo , 
only one sampl e, marking the southernmost limit of investigation . 




This region 1s part of the larger Appalachian MoWltaln Provinoe 
and therefore the dominant structures are the typical ones of the 
province, whe~e the strata are distorted into long narrow tolds 
g.e.nerally in parallel arrangement with frequant overturned limbs and 
thrust faults, whiCh fact makes field stuQy and accurate placement 
of sample with reterencfJ to upper , middle , or lo~-er part of series, 
~xtremely difficult . The folds strike i n a northeast-southwest direc-
tion and the individual folds show a tendency to overturn to the 
northwest. As 1s to be expected, such anticlinal and synclinal struo-
tures are topographically manifested by parallel ridges and valleys 
With the major streams frequently cutting across the general strike 
in the for.m uf deep gorges or gaps through the ridges; the tribu-
taries eroding the valleys, which are aut in the less resistant lime-
stone or shale. 
Physiographic history 
The physiographic history may be told from the three peneplanes 
in evidence there today .1.e •• monadnocks of the Cretaoeous peneplane; 
1. Op . cit . 
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subsequent uplift and dissect i on to the stage of maturity, with re-
duction to a new peueplane level knOWD 8S the Tertiary peneplane. 
This peneplane with 1 ts monadno'cks was aga1n uplifted, end at the 
present day 1s being further dissected below the I ·eve! of the f'omer 
peueplane. For a more detailed discussion of the structure and history 
of this region th~ ~eader 1s referred to any one ot the numerous papers 
1 
given over to these particular subjecta. 
TopographY 
Topographically the Oriskany 1s frequently ~xpreased covering 
gentle slopes and low ridges, end occasionally gives rise to knobs 
and arahes. The samples here used were round along aides, ee.at and 
wast , of' the synclinal valley in which. the town of' Monterey is 
located, and also at the noae of this same synclinal valley in the 
vi cin1 ty ot Stra1 t Creek. For comparison sake several specimens 
were also taken further south, in Warm and Hot Springs sections 
where the Oriskany was found flanking the east limb of the Back 
Creek and Bolar Mountain anticline , and the southernmost extension 
of the Jack Mountain anticline. The extremely vari able occurrence 
,2 
of Oriskany as established bot h by outcrops and well- dril1ings , 
presented numerous difficulties i ll the field , .since in some places 
1 The author suggezrt s tor this purpose: Frank Wright , Physiography; 
of Upper James River; Bai lay Will1s, Mechanics of Appalachian 
Structure. United States Geological Survey, 13th .Annual Report , 
1892 • 
.2 Personal. Comnnmication with Dr. Arthur BSYBn , Virginia Geological 
SUrvey. 
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the formation seemed almost to disappear, end in others, it appeared 
to have a rather extensive distribution. This Is one of the problems 
for which an explanation 1s later attempted aided by the following 
mechanical analysis. 
LithologY of Oriskany Sandstones 
Physical Characteristics 
The Oriskany in this section of Virginia 1s a light-colored buft-
grey sandstone essentially quartzlt1c, more rarely calcareous, in 
character. In sections it appears to be quite friable, and weathers 
to an almost white, or light buff color on the surface but it 1s found 
to be' iron-stained within. On aome of the gentler slopes it was seen 
to diSintegrate into sand and loose fragments -- and in other places 
it appeared well cemented and qy.lte resistant. It is quite thick-
bedded and in places appears massive. 
Local Structures 
One mile west of Monterey on the road to H1ghtown, the phenomenon 
ot cross-bedding was in evidence. reappearing again further south just 
south ot Cobbler Mountain. Other local structures found in the sand-
stone were iron and manganese "nodules- or pockets. An attempted ex-
planation ot these deposita is given at a later time in this paper. 
-10 
Horizons 
The tomation also seems to possess variable "horizons" - - cherty, 
pebbly, or conglomeritlc being the most frequent. The possl'bility 
of the conglomeritlc phase being a weathering effect has been :favor-
ably considered by the writer. This seems a likely explanation in 
view of the tact that these hori zons seem 80 irregular in their occur-
renee and because it 1s quite possible that where the sandstone 1s of 
calcareous nature , the cement might easily be weathered out leaving 
quartz pebbles outstanding, and giving the rock a conglomeritl c 
character . The original. source of the quartz pebbles , however, 1s 
st! ll not considered by such a theory. 
Thl c:knes8 
As heretofore mentioned, the th1Ckn'8S8 of the Oriskany 1s ex-
tremely variable. It appears to attain its greatest thi ckness just 
east of Monterey where it outcrops in the first foothills of Jack 
Kountain t and haa a. thickness of about 235 feet . In the Hot Springs 
section south of the noae of the Ja.ckMountBin anticline t it is be-
l1eved to be 125 feet thick. 1 General.ly, it is reported to vary 
from 0 to 200 feet, but in most of the sections studied it ranges 
hom 100 t o 150 feet . 
Fossils 
The Or! skeny sandstone was found to contain numerous marine 
t08s11 pits but many were too poor in character to permit identifi-
1 Darton . op. cit . 
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cation. Also in some 10cal1 ties, where the sandstone seemed somewhat 
friable , the shells were almost entirely s11ic1f1ed, so that the ex-
ternal markings, and frequently the internal structures , were qu1te 
well preserved, the interior being a1 thor hollow or filled with loose 
sand. In these localities (Wann Springs Section) , cavities of' large 
gastropods were found, end more cmmnonly, the internal mould of a 
brachiopod was perfectly preserv-ed. It 18 possible that such leach-
ing was begun at a time Boon af'ter the deposi tioD. ot the sediment 
and continued by the percolati ng effect of the water from the Jackson 
River and 1 ts tributaries, which might carry away any of the calcareous 
1 
material of the Oriskany and replace the latter with s111ca. This 
then causes weathering out of the actual fOBsil leaving only the 8111ci-
fled shell. 
Fossl1 eVidence of marine life in the Oriskany, however , is 
numerous. §Pinfer arenOSUB is the guide fOSBil of' the series , end a 
tom. of frequent occurrence. T:hl.s has a large somewhat trigonal 
ehel~ with coarse rounded corrugations even in the area of the taint 
lobe and sinus ; end where a cast of the i nterior is exposed, a prom1-
nent extension reaahes beneath the beak of the shell . Hippar10nyx 
proximus 1s also a gui de tossil to the series but not q1,lite 88 
abundantly represented. The Muk of the muscle attachment wi thin the 
shell 18 a cansp1cu(')us :feature and closely resembles the footprint of 
1 Marylend Geological SUrvey, Lower Devonian . p . 94. 
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Spirifer intermedius (? ) 
Estonia ainuata 
Rensselaerla ovolde8 
Nothing was done in the laboratory along the lines of any actual 
chemical analysts 
hotel's composite 
of the sandstone . but the author teels that 
1 
sandstone analysis might prove helpfUl: 
S102··· ·· · ·····78.6~ 
Ti02 o.. .. ... ... . 25 
Al~ •.•••• • •• • 4.78 
Fe2D3 •••••••••• ~.08 
unO •••••••••••• trees 
FeD ............ . 
caO •••• •••• • ••• 
MgO •••••••••••• 
K::fJ ....... . . . . .. 
Na~ ••••••••••• 
Ll~ .... .. .. ......... . 









H~ .. ..... .. ..... .. . 1.64 (includes organic matter) 
It must be remembered that the above represents a Tery general 
sandstone analysis and no doubt presents numerous discrepenci·es with 
the actual composition of' the Orisk8Il7. Several variations are ev1-
dent to the writer at 8 glance, 1. e., the great amount of' manganese 
end iron oXide actually present in the stone under considerat1on 8S 
1 William H. Twenhotel , Treatise on Sedimentation , p. 3. 
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contrasted with the "trace" and the 1.08% Fes0:3 listed in the above 
analysis. These :facts will be f'Urther discussed at a later time wi tll 
8 view to detenn1ning whether or not they are indicative of the condi-
tiona under which the deposition of the sediments took place. 
'Economic Aspects of Oriskany Sandstone 
The name Ori ekany haa beeD. g1 TeD.. to limon! te ore in Virginia 
since it ~~B :for.merly believed that the ore occupied the position of 
the Oriskany sandstone. It haa sInce been established, however, that 
the Oriskany iron-ores occur in the upper beds or the Helderberg Itme-
1 
stone end only rarely in the Oriskany sandstone. It Is generally 
believed that these ores are secondary in origin . occuring aa re-
placements and oavi ty fillings in which the iron in solution has been 
carried by meteoric waters descending through the highly ferruginous 
Romney shales. The Or1 skany in the Hot Springs area appeared very 
mueh more ferruginous then the outcrops further north -- but the 
actual value ot the Oriskany sandstone in Virginia 8S a source of 
iron ore is not of great importance. 
In Pennsylvanie. the Oriskany sandstone has frequently been 
round to yield oil and naturel gas in commercial quanti ties, and 
several studies ot the sandstone as a source bed have been made. 
1 Samuel E. Doak, The Oriskany Iron Ores ot Virginia, Engineer and 
Mining Journal , Vol. III, No.9, p. 386. 
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In Cambridge, Ohio, in ~923t 011 in commercial quanti ties was encountered 
in the Oriskany horizon, and subsequent discoveries 01' large volumes ot 
gas in the same horizon in Schuyler County, New York, called attention 
to this formation as a possible source of gas in the Appalachian pro-
vince. In the section under consideration no explorations have yet 
been attempted but in view of the present structural conditions in 
Virginia, it 1s hardly likely that any such attempts would prove suc-
eassful. 
The Oriskany sandstone presents other economic aspects aside tram 
the iron ores. oil and gas. In Franklin County, West Virginia. the 
material is mined :for a l ow grade manganese ore; and in sections 
where the rock is somewhat calcareous and it becomes f'riable upon 
weathering , it yields quartz sand Which in Berkeley Springs, West 
Virginia, 1s quarried -extenSively as a glass sand. Some of' the less 
pure beds are used for building purposes. 
It will be seen from the foregoing discussion that the extremely 
variable occurrence of the Oriskany, along with other characteristics 
(can't . ) 
.American AsSOCiation or Petroleum Geologists, Bul.1etin 21 , Part 2, 
October, 1937, pp. 1582- 1591 . 
3 Paul D. Torrey, Natural Gas from Oriskany Formations in Central New 
York and Northern Pennsylvania, Americ811 ASSOCiation at Petroleum 
Geologists , Bulletin 15 , Part 1, 1931 , p. 671-681 . 
(. Charles R. Fettke, Oriskany as a Source of Gas and Oil in Pennsylvania 
and Adjacent Areas, American Association of Petroleum. Geologists, 
Bull:etin Volume 22 , March 1988, p. 241. 
peculiar to this stone , suggest somewhat exceptional conditions of 
sedimentation. In the interpretations to be made based upon the 
date. secured from the following analYBis , some attempt 1s made to 




MEl'IIODS USED IN INVE3TIGATION" 
The mechanical composition of a sedimentary roek refers to the 
relative proportions of particles of different specified sizes, 
which is one of its most significant lithologic oharacteristics. A 
knowledge of .such proportions servee as en index not only of the 
general appearance end behaVior of the roCk under ordinary condi tiona, 
but as heretofore suggested, of its economic value and geologic history. 
Mechanical Analysis 
The mechanical analysts of a sediment involves four more or less 
distinct problems: 
1. Collection of specimens 
2. Preparation of' sample 
3. Measurement of particle size and dete.rmillation 
of frequency distribution, the latter being 
measured in terms ot 'h-eight-percentages 
4. Presentation of data in readily usable form 
Collection ot Samples 
The irregular surrace distribution ot OTiekany sandstone and 
the dearth of 8va11s_ble outcrops of the stOlle presented several dif'-
flculti6S in the collection of specimens in the field. Samples were 
taken t'rom Streit Creek Region south to Hot Springs (see Plate I for 
exact locations) following along both sides of the Monterey synclinal 
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valley and also along Back Creek Mounte.1n and the southernmost enen-
sion of Ja.ck Mountain. Wherever possible an attempt was made to take 
samples tram upper , middle, and lower beds. thareby attaining vertl-
1 
cal as well 8S horizontal distribution. Not all of the localities, 
however , pennitted such collecting. The writer at several outcrops 
could not locate either i t s upper or lower contact , and in many in-
stances 1 t became necessary to estimate roughly the prox1Jni ty of' the 
chosen specimen to such contacts. 
In every case the semple chosen was believed to be representative 
of the larger area :from which it was taken. In a tew cases, however , 
a semple was taken because It exhibl ted some unusual feature of" In-
terest that might furnish some clue as to cand! tiona of ~d1ment8tion. 
Care was taken to avoid erosional and severely weathered surfaces , 
and each outcrop was cleared of superficial material bef'ore the sample 
was taken. 
The semple was labelled immediately upon recovery and note was 
made upon a topographic map as to its exact location. Also 8 general 
descript10n of' the outcrop was recorded in the field book a8 to 
proximity of contacts, field occurrence or relations , and fOBsl1s 
and orgenic deposits, the presence or absence of which might aid in 
the later interpretations. 
1 C. K. Wentrorth. Methods of' Mechanical. Analysis . University- of Iowa 
Studies in Natural History. Vol. n , No. li t 1926. p. 9 et seq. 
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The size of' the samples taken ranged from two hundred to five hun-
dred grams , depending upon the relative coarseness ot' the grains , 1.e •• 
the coarser the grain , the larger the semple. In any case the sample 
was large enough to yield 100 grams upon dis1ntegration in addition to 
a good- size hand specimen tor reference purposeS. 
Preparation of Samples 
A piece of the smple judged to weigh about 100 grams was broken 
otf from the larger semple. llany of the samples were d1tf'icul t to 
separate into their constituent grains and required chemical aid as 
a preliminary to the mechanical treatment . 
1 
For this purpose several methods suggested by Xrumbeln were 
experimented with. Boiling in sodium oarbonate (Na2CO:s) , soaking 
i n sodium hydroxide (NaCII) , end boIling in sodium thiosulfate 
(Nan~)} were found to be equally ineffective. In Borne of the 
specimens. however , aoaklng in dilute hydrocblortc acid seemed to be 
ot some aid. T:hese evidently contained some carbonate in the cement-
i ng material , which , by such soaking v.tluld be disso"lved out, loosen-
ing the grains considerably. Other specimens seemed untouched by 
the aCid, and these facts were recorded to be utilized in later 
interpretation. When the specimens were soaked, the time allowed for 
soaking varied tram two to tive days , but in most CS,ses the maxlmum 
1 W. C. Krumbein, The Mechanical. Analysis of Fine-Grained Sediments , 
JOU1'!lal. 01' Sedimentary P~rology. December. 1932, p. 145 .. 
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benefit derived was attained at the end of' two or three days, after 
which time the soaking offered no turther help in disintegration. 
This is explained by the fact that a8 soon as the carbonate was dis-
solved , the acid did not af'f'ect any of the other constituents. 
S111ca, of course, is insoluble in dilute Bel. 
If the specimen seemed sort enough to enable elimination or the 
e.f'orementloned proc~dure, it wes subjected 1mmed1etely to meChanical 
disintegration. The specimens requiring zu.ch soak1ngvere WRshed 
t horoughly with cold water and all.owed to dry overnight before attempt-
ing further disintegration. 
Mechanical Disintegration 
A large white sheet of paper ",,-as placed under 8 mortElX' and 
pestle to recover grains that might otherwise be lost in the pounding. 
To begin the breaking up of the larger pieces , an unglazed procelein 
pestle was used and the pieces were pounded, not ground, using 8 
moderate amount of pressure upon them.. By trial and error method 
mainJ.:y, the amount of pressure that could be applied Without break-
ing the grains was dete-rm1ned. When the larger fragments were re-
duced in Size, a wooden pestle was substituted for the porcelain ane. 
It was constructed similarly to 8 dumb-bell in shape and was found 
to be superior to the porCQ1a1n one at this stage of disaggregation , 
since it distributed the weight more evenly amongst the grains and 
thus lessen~d the possibility of cracking them. Additional care 
was taken in this respect, by tepplng the f'ragments rather then 
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pounding them as was done earlier in the procedure, and here again 
the pressure waB regulated by frequent examinations o"f the grains 
under the microscope to detennine whether any wen: being broken .. 
Since few aggregates were found in the material passing through 
the 60 mesh sieve, it was simpler to crush a small amount ot: materiel 
at 8 time and s1tt 1 t by hend through this steve , thereby separating 
the coarser material which, as a rule, contained numerous aggregates 
end had to be subjected to re-tapping. 
A definl te tendency existed for the smaller grains to adhere 
to those at t mm.. or larger. Separation of such aggregates was 
effected by rubbing them by hand over clean heavy paper, since 
pestling in this case broke too many of the grains. 
Quartering 
"When appro:rlJnately 100 grams of the sample had been completely 
disintegrated end found by microscopic examination to be devoid of 
aggregates, the sample was reduced to 25 grams by quartering pro-
1 
CeBS ae described by Went~~rth. 
In this method of quartering "the 100 gram sample was poured 
through a glass f'tmnel that was fa.stened about three inches above a 
large .sheet 01' wh1 te paper. The resulting conical pile of fairly 
well-mixed materials, was then nattened out to tom a circular pile 
1 Op. cit., p. 18. 
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of uniform thickness, and cut into quarters by two incisions made at 








The alternate quarters were then selected for repeated quartering. 
From t hese chosen quarters a new conical pile was tormed and divided 
as before. This time, two alternate quarters were chosen to be the 
finel sample used in the mechanical analysis, and: the rejected material 
of both times was bottled, labelled ffunsltted" with the sample number, 
and filed away for comparison with the separates. 
Weigl!inJ! 
The se1.eoted material was plaoed in 8 tared beaker and 1 ts 
weight. whi ch was approXimately 25 grams, was recorded to the fourtb 
decimal place. In the specimens taken from Warm Springs and Hot 
Springs districts, however, lrelghing was only made to the second deci-
mal place. The futility of any greater accuracy in the laboratory 
was realized, in view of the numerous possibilities of error in the 
original collecting and .subsequent enalyses, for in view of this , 
in the final. analysis, accuracy to the second decimal place would still 
far surpass accuracy in subsequent interpretation. This is discussed 
i n greater detail immediately after this section. 
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Sieving 
The weighed sample was then plaoed in. the tower of a previously 
standardized Tyler Sieving outfit, and placed upon a mechanical shaker. 
The sieves used were regulation Bize, 6 inches in diameter, Bnd the 
following scale shows their openings in millimeters and the number of 
meshes to the square inch: 
Mesh 11m. Mesh Mm. 
16 .991 eo .175 
32 .495 115 .124 
42 .35l. 150 .104 
60 .246 250 .061 
The results of the separation , though attained in millimeters, could 
1 
be easily reduced to th.e Wentworth scale. This is universally used 
and is theNlf'ore employed constantly "for reference and descriptive 
purposes in the presentation and interpretation of' these data: 
Sediment 8i ze ot Part! ole in !1m .. 
Bowlder ... . .......... . ................ .. 
Cobble ................................ .. ...... .. 
Pebble . .......... ..... ...................... .. .. 
Granule ................................. .. 
Very coarse sand •••• • ••••••••••• 
Coarse sand . .. .................. ....... . 
Medium. sand ..... . ...... ............ . 
Fine sand ..... ..... .......... ... ....... . 
Very fine sand •••••••••••••••••• 
Silt .... . .... ' ........ . .... ... ....... . 











Les. th811 1/256 
The weighed sample in the tower of the sieves was shaken for ten 
minutes and then the material in each sieve was examined under the 
1 OPe cit., pp. 21-24. 
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microscope for aggregates which ware removed, broken up, end replaced in 
the tower for en additional 30 minutes. (This was the minimum t1me 
found by experiment to produce effioi-ent sifting.) 'lhe material from 
each sieve was weighed end placed in a small glass viel labelled wi th 
the specImen number, size ot the separate, and its weight. The weight 
of size groups for each specimen were also recorded in a notebook. 
Plate 2 (p.27 ) shows a typical calculation sheet from the laboratory 
notebook. The loss during dlsintegrs.ting and si-eving , usually , hot 
greater than .1%, was divided amongst all the grades and the per cent 
by weight of each grade was computed. 
Throughout the entire sifting process, the sieves were examined 
at infrequent intervals to determine whether or not the holes were 
being enlarged and apeei81 care was taken when the material f'rom 
each sieve was removed, to clean the sieve by means of stitf' metal 
brushes end 8 very fine needle. This el.so prevented contamination 
of' S8lD.ples. 
Sedimentation 
The dry-Bieving method though effective for separating materi~~ 
coarser than 1/16 millimeter, did not provide for the separation or 
silt and clay particles t which constituted the material passing 
through the finest sieve ( .. 061 .nan.). Where the amount o:f this materie1 
was greater than. 
to sedimentation 
10% by weight of the entire 
1 
process described here. 
sample, it was subjeeted 
~ Chosen atter consideration of several other methods, at the sugges-
tion of Dr. Fred Foreman . since this was moat adaptable t o avail-
able laboratory equipment. 
1 
The Pipette Method o~ Sedimentation suggested by Krumbeln Is 
based upon the rate of subsidence of particles in a liquid. When 
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grains are pe:m1tted to settle freely in 8 liquid, they do so under 
the influence of gravity, the rate of subsidence of 8 particle being 
controlled by its denSity, size, lUld shape, and also by the density 
and viSCOSity of the liqUid employed.. Thus such a separation approaches 
those conditions under which the sediments were fom.ed if they are of 
2 
aqeous origin. 
In order to achieve satisfactory results in the pipette method, 
i t Is important that the sediment be oompletely dispersed in the 
solution. To aid in this the materiel to be so s eparated was boiled 
in approximately 250 ce. of distilled water and .5 gm. of NSZCo15 , the 
time of boll.ing not exceeding twenty minutes, since a looger period 
1s likely to cause the 1"ormatiOll of colloidal particles. The semple 
was then allowed to cool oV'Elrnight, end if the supematant liquid re-
t ained much of its turbidity. this was usu811y taken to indicate suc-
cassful dispersion .. Complete cooling is necessary to avoid any con-
vectional current effect. for if 8 particle should encounter a rising 
current or warm water in the liquid. its settling velooity would be 
materially reduced. 
1 Qp. cit •• p. 18. 
2 Separation by sitting does not actually approach the original condi-
tions, for in such a separation only the cross- sectional size of 
the particles controls the divisions into grades , the density , 
shape and volume being of no account. Therefore, in the same 
grades , the cODstituent particles ~ll not necessarily act in 8 
s1m11ar way in streams or on beaches under natural conditions. 
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When the solution was cool, it was transferred to a 1000 cc. 
graduated cylinder, diluted to that volume, shaken well fo~one minute 
to attain 8 uniform distribution of the particles throughout the BUS-
pension, and then allowed to settle. To detennine the time required 
1 . 
tor settling of the particles, Krumbeln's Table "which follows was 
collsul ted: 
Table Showing Time Required tor Settling of' Particles 
Diameter in Velocity in li in Hra. tin. Sec. 
Mm. em seo. Qm. 
1/32 .08688 10 0 1 55 
1/64 .02172 10 0 7 40 
1/128 .00543 10 0 30 40 
1/256 .001357 10 2 2 40 
Assumed conditions: Temp. 
0 
- 20 c. Sp. GraVity 2. 65 
To quote f'rom Krumbein: 
"The principles upon which this method was based 
rest upon the assumption that in a dilute suspension 
the particles settle 88 individuals, an assumption 
'Which is inherent in any method of analysis. If a 
suspension is thoroughly shaken so that the particles 
are uniformly distributed and then Bet at rest, ell 
particles having a settling veloc1ty greater than 
~tt will have settled below a plane of depth h. 
below the surface, at the end of time interval too 
All perti eles having a velocity less then hit, how-
eTer, will remain in their original concentration 
at depth h, because they ~ll have se!tled only a 
fraction of this distance 1n time t." 
1 Op. Cit., p. 18. 
2 Ibid., p. 1~ . 
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Therefore, if B. small sample is taken from this depth at pro-
gressive1y larger time Interval.s. concentrations of successively 
smaller particles may be found, and. by subtraction, the amount of 
material in any grade size may be computed. 
In transleting settling velocity into diameters, Krumbein took 
I 
recourse to Stokes Law whiCh in abbrevieted for.m reads as follows! 
v*- Cr2 
Where v "" hi t J and C 1s a constant under any given set 
of Dondi tiona. 
The condi tiona here uBed were the Beme as those g1 ven at the bottom 
01" Krumbeln's Table. Krumbein evaluated the constant and then multi-
plied it by the square of the radius i n cent imeters, thereby obta1n-
ing the settling velocity in centimeters per second. The velocity 
may then be converted into hours, minutes, and seconds, requ.lred for 
a particle to ~ettle a depth of 10 centimeters by using the ~ormula 
and then 
After thorough shaking, then. s. pipette was inserted to a depth 
of 10 oentimeters when the suspension had bean allowed to settle for 
1 minute 8lld 55 seconds. aud 20 co. of the suspension were dra:i'o'll into 
it. The contents of the pipette were transf~rred to a tared ~eaker 
and evaporated to dryness over a steam bath. after which it was 
weighed and the computation made as noted on the calculation sheet. 
The process was repeated but the second time the suspension was allowed 
TYPICAL CALCOLATION SHREr 
Or 4C 
Total Time ot Shaking: 40 minutes 
Weight of Beaker and Salnple: 56.1138 ~s. 
Weight ot Beaker alone: 32.7588 
Weight of Sample: 23.3450 f'!l's. 
SeplU"atlou by Sitting 
Grade 51 Zoe in Mm.. Wt. of Wt~ of Wt. t)f 
Beaker & Beaker Sand 
S@d 
495-351 34.2896 32.7688 1 . 5208 
351- 246 36.7475 32.7688 3.9787 
246- 175 37 .0480 32.7688 4 . 2792 
175-124 39.2738 32.7688 6.0050 
124- 104 34.8064 32.7688 2.0376 
104-061 35.2868 32.7688 2.5180 
Less then 061 35 . 4122 32.7688 2.6434 
Totals 23.PJl27 
Plate 2 




















Typical Calcul.ation Sheet (continued) 
Sedimentation 
Amount of Material used: 2.6434 ~s. (Less than 061 rmn.) 
1. Time o~ Settling: 1 min. 55 sees. 
Wt. of Beaker + material: 32.0054 
Wt. of Beaker alone: 32. ?688 
Wt. ot materiel in 20 ce. ~ .0366 
Wt. 01' material in 1000 ce. a 1.8330 gms. 
Wt. of N~Co~ in 1000 ce. : .0 
Wt. of actu81 sediment less 
than 1/32 mm. ~ 1.3330 gms. 
Wt. of material less than 1/16 mm.: 2.6434 sma. 
Wt. of material less than 1 32 mm.! 1.3'330 
Wt. of material from 1/16 - 1 2 mm." 1.3104 sma. 
2. Time of Settling: 7 min. 40 secs. 
Wt. of Beaker + material: 40.1432 
Wt. of ~re:;ru.C""o,=n",.*: "'::::--.: _____ ..;40""'.~1~2~0;;2'--
Wt. of matarial in 20 ce. - .0180 
Wt. of material in 1000 ce. - .9000 
Wt. or Na2Cas in 1000 ce. "" • 5 
wt. or actual sed1!1tent le8B than 1/64 
Wt. of sediment less than 1/32 ,. 
Wt . of sediment leBs thlID 1 / 64 .. 
Wt. f)f sediment in 1/32 - 1/64 mIn. "" 
3. Time of Settling: 30 min. 40 sec. 
wt. "r Beaker + material: 
Wt. ~f Beake? alone: 
Wt. ~f materiel in 20 cc.~ 
Wt. of material in 1000 ce. a 
Wt. of' 1Ia,2C03 "" 
Wt. of' actual sediment less than 
1/128 nun. -
Wt. of Sedimen·t lass than 1/64 mm. ::::: 
Wt. fJf sediment less than 1/126 rom. -
Wt. of sediJuent 1/64 - 1/128 -
Plate 2 
.4000 gms. 












Typical Calculation Sheet (Continued) 
Data Showing Percentage Frequency ot Size Grades 
Obtained by Above Sedimentation Method 
Grade Size ~ ot Whole CumuJ.ati ve ~ 
J/16 - 1/32 5.7 88.71 
1/32 - 1/64 3.9 94.41 
1/64 - 1/128 1.2 98 . 31 
1/128 - 1/.l56 . 4 99. 51 





to settle 7 minutes and 40 seconds, and the third time, if' the remaining 
amount of sediment warranted further separation , the suspension was 
allowed to settle 30 minutes and 40 se conds. 
It will be noted that in the computations allowance is made for 
the .5 gmt at Nfl£Co3 used to aid in the dispersion. Thus the final 
oomputation gives the :frI9quenoy of' the sand particles in t·ems of 
diameters a8 determined by the sieving, and ot the silt end clay parti-
oles an the basis of' equivalent diameters representing settling veloci-
ties. 
Sources of' Error 
In carrying out a mechanical analysis, it will be seen that the 
chances for, and sources of error are manifold, coming from anyone 
or all of the aforementioned phases of the work, 1.e., collecting, 
mechanical and chemical diSintegration, .sittins, Imd sedimentation; 
not to mention the errors of subsequent plotting and interpretatlon. 
Wentworth has assembled ell the possibilities for error 1~to the 
1 table that appears on the following page. However, it 1s believed 
that even wttn. all these chances or error, the results obtained with 
the use ot reasonable care and aceuraey in the laboratory will still 
surpass the degree ot accuracy attained in the collection and inter-
pretation of the data. 
1 Chart taken from Wentworth. op. c1 t . J p. 21. 
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ERRORS IN MECHANICAL ANALYSIS 































Sample not well located. 
Semple too small. 
Outcrop not well cleaned. 
Selective accidental lose 
in collecting. 
Subsequent 10SB from 
container. 
Unsound splitting method. 
Faulty splitting practice. 
Spli tt1ng to too small. 
frect i m. 
Loss ot tine grades on cloth 
or from blowing. 
~r in assumption that 
fine grades washed from 
aggregates are DonuBl. 
Errors in sieTe opening 
ratings. 
Non-unifo~ sieve openings. 
Incomplete shaking. 
Loss of fine grades by lodge-
ment in sieves 0'I' elsewhere. 
Errors in weighing. 
Compu- Errors due to UBe of slide 
tation rul~. 





Large errore in coerse grades. 
Increase in either tine or 
coarse grades. 
Decrease in either tine or 
coarse grades. 
Decrease in either fine or 
coer.ae grades. 
Increase in either fine or 
coarse grades. 
Increase in either fine or 
coarse grades. 
Large errors in coarse grades. 
Decrease in fine grades. 
Probable decrease in finest 
gradas with increase in 
intermediate. 
Local errors between grades. 
Local errors between grades. 
General increase in coarse-
ness indicated. 
Decrease in finest grades. 
Local large .error. small 
gtmeral error. 
Small local errors. 
Sm.e.ll local errors. 
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During the analysis several factors entered which in Borne cases 
interposed serious difficulties. Where there was much manganese in 
the sample. espsclally in the finer grades, it tended to ca.use f'loc-
culation of the grains. Also, during the pestling it was almost im-
possible to keep the iron and manganese from being ground up to the 
degree where it would increase the weight of the amal.ler sediments. 
The problem arose as to whether or not the weight of iron and manganese 
ought to be included in the final calculation of percoo:tage- f'requeney 
for each grade. Atter several ,experiments with meohanical and chemical 
1 
methods, however, it was found tbat no satisfactory method for the 
separation of manganese without affecting the composition of the rest 
of the sample was available. and therefu?e when the results did not 
depart too greatly from those o~ the specimens lacking such mat~rial . 
they were used. 
Anothe-r problem was that presented by enlargement of' many of 
the grains due to secondary growth. This would, of course, tand t o 
:introduoe errors in the 1'inal results, but here again it was felt 
that since this condition did not exist very extans1vely, results 
might still be attained which would closely approach the exact ones. 
Methode for the Presentation of Data 
After the sediment had been. separated into grades or classes 
based upon ita dimensions, and the percentage-weight of each grade 




in relati on to the Whole hed been computed. a satisfactory form had 
to be chosen for presentation of the data thuB secured. Since the 
problem that was undertaken by thi a paper is to deduce t'rom the data 
conditions of sedimentation with special reference to agencies re-
sponslble f or, and the origin of', the composing sedim.ents. graphs 
must be used that will permit rapid study and ease in such Interpre-
tations. Several possibilities presented themselves. end it Is he~ 
conSidered advisable to discuss. very briefly. the relative advantages 
and disadvantages of each. thereby explaining the factors leading to 
the final choice of graphical methods used in this report . 
Histogram 
The histogram is e rectangular plot in which the l?er cent by 
weight of s8ch grade size with reference to the whole samp16 is 
represented by a shaded column. In the card used. the abscissa 
represented per cant, and the ordinates, the grade size in milli-
meters. A typiCal. one may be seen on Plate 4. From it , it is evi-
dent that such a plot is a striot presentation or numerical ~acts. 
No interpreta.tion is necessary and the results can be readily 
visualized even by those unaccustomed to its UBe. For this reason 
alone. lD.Blly petrologists hav13 been inclined toward their uae~ Qeapite 
the :fact that they bring with them lUany di sadvantages. 
1 During caloulations occasional check was made on the slide rul6 
results, but for most computations the degree of accuracy obtained 
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An outstanding disadvantage of the hlstogr~ plot is that the 
size of the grade limits'used definitely affects the fo~ of the 
resul ting graph, so that the same sediment oan be al tared beyond the 
point of recognition. Suoh sharp variability in a graphical picture 
of the same specl1nen would, of' oourse, make its usa 88 an exclusive 
method of plotting, highlY unsatisfaotory. Another disadvantage pre-
sented by the histogram is that it implies fro~ its torm, that there 
1s a sharp break between grade Sizes, which. of course, is not the 
case. 
To overcome this diffi culty many petrologists have uBed the 
Frequency Curve, which, aside from the fact that there can only be 
one such curve for each specimen, also seems to achieve greater aC-
curacy of presentation in the form of a smooth curve Which ~phasizes 
the continuous variation in particle size. The importance of such 
an advantage as this cannot be oT8rlook~d~ 
In graphing results of a mechanical. analysis , the independent 
variable ,1s, of course, the diameter of the partiel~. From the Datura 
of the particles composi)J.g a sample, it Is evident with perhaps 8 
tew exceptions, that the diameters vary by inf1nlt~81mal amounts 
along the entl1'e range of 51 zes represented, rather than by abrupt 
Changes from one size to the next, as suggested by the histogram. 
1 
In statistical nomenclature, such a distribution is known as a 
~eontinuous" one and it is, therefore, generally conceded that e 
1 F. C. Mills, StatistIcal Methods , p. 85. 
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smooth continuous curve is best suited to represent such 8 gradation 
in particle size. 
In the frequency curve the choice of grade limit s or class inter-
vals are somewhat arb! trary t and are usually determined by the nature 
of' the data and the number of unital best adapt.,d to the presentation 
of a smooth curve ot reasonabla accuracy. 
A few point.s of comparison between the hi stogram and frequency 
curve IDight hera be worth considering. 
1. The hlstogrmn is in real! ty an epproxi.matlon of the frequency 
CUI"V"B , but , while it 1s subject to error by the introduction ot chang-
ing grade limitations, the frequency curve 1s not susceptible to such 
error and is therefore a more xellable index to the t?Ue character ot 
the sediment. 
2. Any type of histogram m..ay be developed f'rom a def'lni te fre-
quency curve and conversely, a frequency curve may be developed tram 
a hi stogram. 
'3. In the frequency curve the proportion of material in !!!Z 
size range may be determined. while in a histogram the areal rela-
tions are confined to the particular class interval. 
From the foregoing. it should be evident that a combination of 
both of the ahove graphical methods ought to prove satisfactory. 
1 Each unit becomes a point on the curve. 
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Cumulati va Curves 
Th~ cwnulati va curve has been found to be of great '1"alue for 
expression of results from routine analysis. Such a curve when plotted, 
uses the cumulative per cent along the ordinate, as the d.apendent 
variable, and the grade size as the independent variable, along the 
absciesa. Cumulative per cent is calculated by computing the per cent 
by weight o"f the product that 'WOuld remain on a testing sieve 1 r only 
ane sieve ware used in the separation of the entire 6ampl~. Thus the 
addition of the weight-percentages or all material coarser than the 
on~ sieve used. will give the cumulative per cent, and then on the 
cumulative curve. e8ch point plotted will represent the per cent by 
weight of the entire semple that is larger than the particular size 
plotted. Such a curve will. of cou.'l"se , be ~ smooth, continuous one 
and its Int~rpretatlon should prov~ fairly simple, i.~~, if the 
curve tends 'toward the vertical, there is B preponderance of the size 
indicated. -whereas if the curve tends toward the horizontal, it 
would suggest a relatiTely small proportion of the material of the 
size indicated. Also, if the curve occupies the left-hand section 
of' the diagram, a preponderance of' coarse-grsinad sediments may be 
assumed. or, if the curve becomes prevalent toward the right-hand 
Side, it is fine- grained. 
While the eumu.latl ve curve was found to be useful for smple 
plotting, the similarity of the curves for many of the specimens made 
it necessary to use an additional plot that would giv~ some basis for 
contrast, by permitting the adoption of such measures as means, standard 
deviation, and skewness of the distribution. Such a curve was derived 
directly !'rom the cumulative curve aocording to the I!l.ethod given by 
1 
Krumbein and was plotted on the same sheet as the cumulative CUM'e. 
Slnc~ a correct interpretation or the curve requires some understand-
ing of its derivation, a bri~f explanation is here given. The reader, 
however, 1s advised to refer to Krumbein's article for a more complete 
2 
discussion. 
In oaloulus it may be demonstrated that there is a definite rela-
tionShip between the two types of' curves, for every continuous eurve 
has associated with it an integral and derivative curve. In the in-
tegra! curve the ordinate at any point represents the ~ under the 
given curve up'to that point. ~hus the cumulative curve may be con-
sidered the integral of its corresponding f'requeD.c.:y curve. In the 
derivative curve, the ordinate at any point represents the slope of 
the curve at that point. Thus the :frequency curve becomes tb-e der1n-
ti ve of' the cumulative ourve. 
An attempt to show this relationship has been made in Plate 5A, 
where the same sediment has been plotted in thr~ diff~rent ways. 
A singl~ ordinate on the cumulative curve enables ODe to read the 
total percentage of grains larger or smaller than the designated 
1 W .. C. Krumbein, Size Frequency Distribution ot Sediments, ;Tournal 
of Sedimentary Petrology, August, 1934, pp .. 71-75. 
'2 '!he greater part o:f that which f ol lows is taken directly :from 
Krumbein. but it i s felt that the reader who is not already ac-
quainted with the use of this type of curve would benefit from 
the reading of the more complete explanation. 
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diameter. It will also be noted that, in accordance with the preceding 
discussion, the frequency curve reaches its greatest height where the 
slope of the cumulative curv-e is ste.epest.. The actual plotting of 
the curv1! is based upon a tang9Iltial relationship of the two, end is 
given in detail in the aforementioned article by Krumbein. 
In the presentation of the data of thi a analyst 8 ell three curves 
wer~ utilized, since it was felt that a combination of these methods 
should give a reliabl'8 picture of the physical composition of the 
sediment so "far as the s1 ze of the grains and relat! va proportions 
of the latter are concerned. 
"Phi" Notation 
In the plots that f'ollow it will be noted that the ordlnat·es in 
all caBes represent the cumulative per cent and the latter is plotted 
against the siZe of diameter represented along the abscissae or hori-
zontal axis. The diameters or the sand grains may be plotted direot-
ly as the indapendent variable. However, since the data were assembled 
in terms of W.entworthrs grade scale (p. 2~) and each succeeding grade 
is one-halt 8S large as its predecessor (i, tt 1/ 8, ~16 mm.etc.) , the 
re~~ting graph necessarily appears quite unsymmetrical and a poorly 
sorted rock would require a very large diagram. (See Plate 5B.) ThuB 
to increase the symmetry, a plot in which th9 cl ass intervals are equal 
in width, producing a more cO!lI.:pact graph, would seem advanta~ouB. This 
was achieved by plotting the negative logs ot the diameters. The neg8-
~ log was used because all resulta of' the analysis were in terms of' 
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partIcle diameters of less than 1 mm., and its usa avoids the necessity 
of plotting negative numbers. 
A scale based on the negative logs would uf!cessarlly be one that 
would inCNase to the right as ordinary scales do, in contrast to the 
direct plot which decreases to the right. (See Plate 5.A. and 5B.) This 
1 
method evolved by K.rum.beln, Is known 8S the phi method where the symbol 
+ equals the negative log of' the diameter-size to the baBe 2, thUB 
y1 aIding a series of values tree from the obj-eotions and inconv-eniences 
of a geometrio scal-e. Here an increase of one phi unit means the reduc-
tion of the diameter size by one-half, and, as previously mentioned, 
the divisions between the class intervals are equal to each other and 
to one phi unit. The table which follows is taken in. part from Krum-
beln:! and shows the ease with wh.i oh the phi Bcale may be converted to 
the Wentworth grade limits. (See Plate 5D for the mathematical rela-
tionship. ) 
Grade Limi t in Mm. , 
1 0 
t +1 +2 
l /S +3 





1 W. C. Krumbein, Application of Logarithmic Moments to Size Fre-
quency Distributions o'f Sediments. 10urnal of Sedimentary Petrology, 
April, 1936. p.t6. 


















A ,. Hi stogrem. 
B ,. Cumulative Curve 
C ,. Frequency CUrve 
c 
Sediment Plotted with 
Diameters Measured as 
Negat ive Logs2 
I '. ". 
1 W. C. Krumbein, Size Frequency Distribution of Sediments, Journal 
of Sedimentary Petrology, August . 1934, p. 68. 
2 W. C. Krumbein, Application of Losari tbmic Moments to Size Frequency 
Distribution, dournal ot Sedimentary Petrology. April, 1936, p. 37 . 
\ 
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Plate 5 (Continued) 
D 
Relation Bet~en Diameters and Independ611t Variable ~l 
DIilMErERS 
1 W. C. Krumbein. Use of Quartile Measures in Describing and Comparing 
Sediments, American .Journal of SCienc-e, Vol . 232, 1936, p. 105. 
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But the graphical expressions by themselves are singularly in-
atteotive unless thay can show the reader at a glance the degree ot 
sorting of the sediment, the distribution ot the particle size, the 
average diameter, and any other facts pertaining to the distrlhution 
of the particlss that might render interpretation of the material more 
oomplete and p08si bly more effective. Therefore, measureS that would 
describe the sediments with respect to the above features were plotted 
upon t he curves. These, however. will be discusssd in the next sec-
tion of this peper. 
Heavy Mineral Separation 
Because the study of heavy- minerals in a sedirll6D.t gives major 
clues to the identification of ita source rock, the previously graded 
1 
sern.ples were submitted to such separe.tion in the hope tbat their 
study would aid in the enSUing discussion on the conditions of sedl-
mentation. Heavy mineral separation lIIB,S preceded by chern1 cal treat-
ment of grains to remove iron, which in many of the specimens coated 
the grains and tended to make them h-e6vier and caused them to act as 
heavy minerals during the separation. To avoid this, the grains v.h1oh 
indicated by their color that they possesEed a fair amount of iron, 
r.~e boiled in 50 cc. solution of .stannous chloride end 5 cc. of 
dilute hydrochloric aoid. The amount of stannous ohloride used de-
pended upon the individual sample and the releti ve amount of iron 
1 The procedure that follows was carriec on according to method 
suggested by Dr. Fred Foreman~ 
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present. The chemical action here involved the reduction of ferric 
~ron to ferrous condition in order to make it soluble and able to be 
washed off from the surface of the grains. 
The .sample was boiled until the color disappeared or the grains 
became perceptibly lighter in color. Such boiling usually did not 
last longer than fifte€ll or twsnty minutes in order to avo! d the 
t01'metlon of colloidal particles in the su.spension. 'The suspension 
was then filtered, the filter paper having been previously marked as 
to specimen end grade size, washed thoroughly with hot "J8.ter, end 
allowed t o dry overnight or longer. 
Many of the samples were weighed both before and af'ter such clean-
ing and the loss in weight evidently due to the iron, varied from an 
almost negligible amount to 4% of the original weight of that particu-
lar grade size. As heretofore suggested, this presented the problem 
of re-considering the original weight of the individual gram sizes 
since such a welg)lt necessarily included the iron. However, this loss 
in weight was found to be equally distributed throughout all the grade 
sizes Vwilen it did occur , and therefore it -would not appreciably alter 
e. grsphlcru. picture of the sedimBllt designed to show the relativ-e 
proportions of ~aeh grade size to the whole. 
Mter the specimen had been thoroughly dried, tbe sample was 
subjected to tha heavy mineral treatment. In this, the sediments are 
floated in a heavy liquid, end here bromoform. which has a specific 
gravity of 2.9, was used. The particles wer& thoroughly mixed in the 
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liquid end then allowed to settle for several minutes. Those that sank 
of. courSe had a specific gravity higher than that of the heavy l1.quid 
and those that floated, lighter then 2.9. 
The apparatus ueed conformed somewhat generally to the following 
sketch which is self-explana~ory. As a rule, however, more than one 
separation was carl'iea on at a time. 
c ~ ,,- - 'l .. 
-\ Z-'- JI A 
-" ""2! 








A ~ Funnel containing the 
bromoform end semple 
from vmi ch the heavy 
grains are settling. 
B ~ Pinch-cock on rubber 
tubbing attached to 
fUnnel stem. 
e = Labelleo_ filter paper 
1"or retaining the 
heavy minerals. This 
filter paper 1s later 
replaced for a clean 
one labelled with 
specimen number , grade 
size and L.M.S. into 
which the lighter 
minerals are later 
emptied. 
D = Bro~ bromoform bottle 
to prevent action of 
light upon the 
bromoform. 
E % Bottle into ~nich 
alcohol and bromofol'Dl. 
washings are poured. 
When separation waB believed to be complete, the stop-cock was 
released long enough to allow only the heavy minerals to drop into the 
filter paper end the bromoform was recovered in its original bottle. 
1 H. B. Milner l Sedimentary Petrogra;phz, p. 43 . 
The minerals were then washed with ethyl alcohol and the washings, 
which also include some bromoform, were collected in a bottle labelled 
as such and these were kept for subsequent d1 st1l1ation and recovery 
of the bromofom. This procedure was repeated for the callae-tion of 
the lighter separatos. 
One ot the major objections to this method of separation 1s the 
rapid ~por8tion rate of the bromoform, its reaction to light, end 
the tact that it is quite expensive to employ. Precautionary measures 
yrere therefore taken. For exampLe, t.he f'Ulmels containing the bromo-
form were kept well-covered with watchglasses, end the bTOWD bottles 
tightly stopped. Also several times during the procedure the bromo-
form was recovered rrom the alcohol washings. 
1 
To accompliBh such reCav-ery 1 the wash solution was diluted with 
water, well-shaken, and allowed to settle. The bromoform under theae 
conditions would settle out, and by pouring off the supernatant 
liquid, most of it eould be recovered. It w&s heated t o its boiling 
point (151°0.) to ~~ve off any wat~ or e1oohol that it may have 
retained . 
Several difficulties were encountered during the operations. 
Some 01' the specimens containing a great deal of manganese, had their 
heavy mineral separate greatly cont6Illinated with manganese fragments. 
~ Modir1eation of procedure described by George V. Cohee, .Ine!pensive 
Equipment for Reclaiming Heavy Liquids, 10urnal 01' Sedimentary 
Petrology, April, 1937. 
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Several methods were attempted, both mechanical end chemical, for 
separation of the manganese, but mechanical methods did not give the 
desired results, and any chemical procedure which ","Culd remove t he 
manganese. would also have been detrimental to the quartz and other 
minerals present. Also in a few of the samples where the manganese 
particles were present in sufficient numbers, they tended to bring 
dovm .,.>i.th them some of the lighter minerals. Again , if the earlier 
chemical treatment was Dot 100.% effective. quartz g~n6 y,.-enJ carried 
down with the heavier minerals due to their coating of' iron oxide. 
Roundness of Grains 
It is generelly conceded that studies made upon Band grains to 
oetermine their roundness or sphericity, can be of inestimable value 
in (letenninlng the origin of such sediments. It is still, however, 
£ matter of universal conjecture as to the relative efficiency in 
accomplishing such stUdy by use of the sev~ral methods avai l able. 
The wri tar haa hersel:f studied several of th,ese methodsl and at 
the suggestion o:f Dr. Fred Foreman :finally adopted Cox's method of 
assigning numerical. and ];Iercentage values to the degree of roundness 
2 
of' sand grain_so 
1 r~.~J~.~p~e~t~t~i~j~O~hn~'~~~;;~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~i 1936; 
J ouma! of' 
G. E. Anderson, ~~~~la~~~~2f~~~~~~~~~~. 
Journal of Geology, ~ 34, p. 
2 E. P. Cox, A Method of Assigning Numericel 8lld Percentage Values 
to the Degrees of Roundness of Sand Grains, Journal of Paleontology, 
Vol. 1, December, 1927, p. 179-183. 
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It might be well to note hare the essentia), difference in the 
~aes of the terms "roundness" end "sphericity," tor although many 
petrologists have used the term "ro~ndnesB" to designate simply the 
degree to which the sharp edges and comera have been worn avmy, 
Cox uses the term to describe the degree to Which a three-dimensional 
body approaches a sphere. l'he meaaurementa made to dete:m.ine this 
factor present somewhat of a problem, for l'ihile the volume of the 
grain may be fairly easily measured, the measurement of its surface 
presents e. more difficult problem, the SOl1.ltion of which is based upon 
the theory thet if a number of random sections are taken through a 
laJ"ge number of grains, the average of all such sections will approxi-
mate t he average section for the average grftin and the degree to which 
this average section approsches a circle, will be the measure of the 
roundness of the grains. Thus the roundness lliOUld be meaS\ll"ed by the 
degree to which the ratio of the area to the circumference approaches 
the ssme ratio for a gph~re, which expressed mathematic~ly would 
read as follows: 
ares. _ a constant 
(per1met ar):2 
In a circle the constant, ".t" is -t;,.. . Then .m.ultlplying the equation 
by 4~ 
K = .,..,a 4i} 
(psrimeter12 
In a sphere K = 1, but for any other shape the value decreases as the 
percentage of the area of the figure to be measured, decreases ~tb 
relation to the area. of a circle of the same peri1lleter. In other 
words, 11" a right isosceles triangle were measured according to the 
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above, it would be found to have a "roundness" figure of .54 which 
means .simply that that triangular tom contains 54% of the area that 
a circl:EJ with the same perimeter ViOuld contain. Thus it is eVident 
that the figure com.:puted 'Would be the same for all fi.gures of the 
srune she.pe regardless of siz~, 1.t'lo, 8 oircle 1. inch in diameter will 
give the srune value , which a 4-inch circle will give, neme13T 1. 
In order to measure these values for the grains that have jU&t 
bean analyzed, slides were made for three size-grades in eaoh semple, 
i.fI •• H mm •• i-l/8 rom. , and 1/ S- 1/1.6 mm. TheBe were referred to 
as grades I t 2, end 3 respeotively (in terms of q units), end small 
portions of the grai ns from each grade were sprinkled over slides 
covered with Canada balsam. so that a aeries of slides were made, one 
for each semple. and each one containing graina rrom each or the 
three grade-Sizes. 
13 
. .... : . 
" ',,," .. .... ' 
:'::;':~': 
Form or Typical S~ide for Stu~ of Ro~dnes~ of Grain 
The grains were then projected upon B sheet of paper attached to 
a screen. and the outlines or approximetely 25 grains from each size-
group were traced directly onto the paper. The area of each grain 
was measured by means of a planimeter, and the perimeter by means of' 
a cyclometer, or map- measure. 
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Many arguments have been p).'()ferred as to the relative value of 
such a procedure in the measurement of the roundness of the grains. 
l 
As was stated by Tester, . &lch a ~tudy does not coneider the original 
shape of' the sand grains betore abrasion was begun. For example, 
Cox does not consider that the rragment just broken from a parent 
rock actually starts ~1.th zero roundness as fer 88 its abrasional 
history 1s concerned, but rather if it should happen to be broken 
in the shape of the aforementioned iaosceles right triangle, it 
immediately assumes a "roundness" figure of .54.. lIowever J in View 
of the fact that no other ~Ethods were availab19 that were as feasible 
for ordinary laborH.t ory equipment, this one was utilized with f'ull 
realization of its drawbacks. 
In tabulating the results of this study 6S they appear in the 
following section of this report, the author deliberately neglected 
to compute the average roundness of the entire sample. It 1'i"8.S con-
eidered more pertinent to deteY'!lline only the averase roundness for 
each grsde-eize and to record the deviation from the mean in each 
case. 11 cur.sory glance at the data should prove sufficient to con-
vince the ree.der thet such a figure as the average roundness f or the 
sample would not only 00 singularly useless. but might lead to 
serious misconceptions as to the true character ot the sediment. 
-
1 Op. cit., p. 4--5. 
CHilPrER III 
PIlESRl'l'ATION OF DATA 
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Th6 results of the mechanical analysis of 45 specimens, by Eltt-
ing and sedimentation processes, were plotted and recorded. but fo~ 
fine.! disoussion. it was cODslclexed expedient to eliminate eleven 
specimens. The samples eliminated were done so for the following 
reasons: 
1. Two yielded results that could not possibly be taken as 
approximating the true nature of the sediment due to the Inordine.te 
amount of manganese present in all $ize grades. This was located 
threE! miles south of Stl"ai t Creek OD the road to Monterey. 
2. One sample, taken aoutb of Warm Springs, could Dot be ac-
curately located with reference to upper. midcUe. or lower beds of 
the formation and therefore was useless in this study. 
3. One semple taken ee.at of Monterey was highly cherty and 
could not be disintegrated. 
4. Seven samples were eliminated to avoid repetition. since 
in the field, specimens were taken at one-f'ourth mile intervals 
from Strait Creek to Monterey, and they did not differ enough f'rom 
those chosen from that Beme region for this presentation, to warrant 
their inclu6ion. 
As heretofore mentioned, vertical as well as horizontal distribu-
tion of samples Vias sought. In seve:ral instances the writer was 
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succesafUl in this attempt, but in an equal number of instances, the 
irregular distribution and peculiar topography of the region made 
such a vertical collection impose! ble. In several of the latter 
c85es, attempts were Made to make the distribution as near 8 vertical 
one as possible. For example: Specimen No. 16 was taken 2i miles 
south of Monterey. at the Romney or Upper contact, but here collec-
tion of samples tram middle and lower beds was not possible and 
specimens from the latter two beds were taken one-half mile f'urther 
south where an outcrop permitted such collection . 
In the Warm Springs section, especially. were these difficulties 
encountered and here only two sets of specimens g1 va any sort of 
vertical distribution. In this region, however, since aampl.es were 
taken here mainly for comparison purposes, and such specimens were 
aV&ilable. the writer took samples from different parts of the anti-
clinal and synclinal structures, i.e., limbs and c~nter, to note 
any possible textural d1fferences between these. 
Again, due to the irregular distribution of the Oriskany sand-
13tone and its extreme local thickening and thinning, specimens 
plotted as representatives ot the -middle" of the series neoessarily 
vary as to their aotual dlstaneaa from the upper and lovr~r contacts. 
Wherever possible the approXimate distances from either ot the con-
tacts 1s given, such dist&nce being determaned by paCing, due con-
sideration being given for the inclinat ion of the strata. 
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Results o~ Chemical Treatment 
From preliminary laboratory treatment described above, i.e., soak-
ing in acid, it appeaxed that the specimens trom the lower bads during 
such soaking effervesced considerably, and were decidedly easier to 
disintegrate after the treatment.. The samples from the upper beds, 
however, as well as most at the middle bed 88l!lples, although they 
effervesced slightly, did not yeild to di sintegration any more easily 
after sllch soeking, dsap! te the fact that for many of' them the con-
centration of the acid solution was increased, and the specimen was 
kept in it for a longer period of time. 
This fact suggests that the lower beds are more calcareous then 
upper beds. the calcite evidently mak:l~g up much at the cement, in 
contrast to the upper beds which are chiefly Silica- cemented, the 
effervescence there probably being due to irregular eIld infrequent 
distribUtion of calcite amongst the quartz grains. 
In outcrops from Strait Creek south to Monterey an intermittent 
cherty horizon made its appearance at the base of the sandstone. 
Samples at two locations were taken from this horizon but due to 
their high percentage of chert and iron, they were unable to be 
subjected to the sifting process, and although these did effervesce 
when put into a dilute acid solution indicating ~light lime content, 
they were not noticeably so£tened by such soaking, indicating their 
essential compOSition to be that of silica. 
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.As mentioned earlier in this paper, many geologists consider 
this layer to be Shriver chert, e lower bed o'f tbe larger Oriskany 
Series, underlying the Ridgely or Monterey Sandstone member. Since , " 
this report concerns itself mainly with the sandstone diviSion, no 
furtber study was made on these cherty layers but their presence 
was necessarily conSidered in the discussion Which follows, dealing 
with the conditions at the time of the deposition of these sediments. 
In reletioD to this problem it 1s of interest to note that tbis oherty 
hortzon did not reappear south ot Monterey. 
Results of Mechanical Analysis 
HiStOgr8mB 
The results of the mechanical ana1ysls based upon sifting and 
sedimentation were first plotted by means of the .histogram. or rec-
tangular plot (Plate 6). For convenience, tbe plots aNI arranged 
in three vertical columns as indicated, representing upper, middle, 
and lower beds, Slld ranging from strait Creek: viCinity at the top ot 
the paper to Hot Springs at the lower end of the sheet. Here the 
reader 1s referred to the map at the f'ront of this report (Plate 1) 
for more complete or1~tat1on. On this the dark dots represent the 
location of the outcrops and their relationshlp to the surrounding 
country may thus be seen. 
Accompanying the histogrfll!l.s an index has been arranged giving 
the exact location of the specimens according to the numbers that 
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• • • (Bolar Mt.) Lower contact 
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Keeping in mind, then, the tact that reading from. left to, risht 
gives a vertioal distribution and reading from top to bot torr. gives 
a north-south gBOgraphlc distribution, a hasty study of' the plots 
should raysal to the reader the following facts: 
1. The lower beds are coarser than the u~Der beds. In all ex-
cept plot No. 21 their graphs reveal as much as 50% of tn.e grains 
from each specimen to be wi thin the a1 ze gl"Ol:lP ranging from. t - t ntm. 
which, according to the Wentworth scale, :t"epresents medium sand. By 
contrast. the upp~r beds have their maxtmwn distr ibution between 1 
and l/S mm. J 'Which, according to Wantvrorth , may be classed as fine 
send, and i;J. these no one reveals more than 19% o'f the grains of' 
eaoh sample falllng Into ooarser grade sizes_ 
2. The lower beds contain relet! vely small amount s of material 
less than 1/16 mm., silt and clay according to Wentworth. tn all 
cases, 9xcept No. 21, less than 11% of the entire s~uple consists of 
silt and clay particlas. 
3~ No definite conclusion can be derived from the histograms, 
as to the relative degree of sorting of the upper, middle and lower 
layers. Generally .speaking, t~e samples from the middle layers are 
more poorly sort·ad in most cases. Also the middle beds tend toward 
a double or triple, and in plots 2, 5, and 11, a fourth me)dma. 
The 8edi~ents are concentrated in mediu~. fine and very fine grades, 
and in the latter three specimens the fou~th lnaxima occur in very 
fine ailt or clay division . This may represent colloidal clay 
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developed during chemical treatment or possibly originating at the 
time or deposition. 
4. Speciruens taken from the limbs of the synclines seam finer 
than those from anticline structure. This is probably due to greater 
compression in the synclinal structure. This, t~eretore. cannot be 
consider.ed indicative of the envlronm.ent under which these sediments 
were originally deposited, since many of the quartz grains from the 
middle of the antioline revealad secondary growth of silica which 
would account for the larger size grains. 
Frequeng: Curves and Measures 
Although the histograllLB enable the reader to gat a general survey 
as to the character ot the sediment, tbe t~quency curve presents a 
more cO!l1plete picture in that it can describe tor each sample by means 
o'f e. mathematical figure or sev6ra~ flgu~s, the average diarn.eter of' 
the grains, the degree of sorting. and the grade sizes containing the 
maximum degrae of sorting. 
The essential features, the derivation and advantages of' such 
curves have already been treated at Bome length and will therefore 
Qot be discussed again. In the graphs thet follow both the cumula-
t1 ve curve and ita dert ved frequency curve were plotted f'or each 
specimen. As previously described, the ordinate 01' each plot con-
siats of the parcentage in terms at weight, aud the abscissa ~pre-
1 
sante the diameter 01' the sediments plotted logarithmically. 
l See pages 40-42 of this report for relationship between direct and 
logari thm10 plots. 
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Thus a semi-logarithmic curve is developed and each point on the 
cumulative curve represents the percentag~ of material greater thaa 
the particular size indicated. 
Far further description of each ~dlmeot, several measures were 
possible. Although every distribution curve reveals the variatlo.!!, 
in ita distribution, snother ~qually important feature of a frequency 
1 
curv-'e Is 1 ts "central teodency" or in these instances. Ii tendency 
of the grains to maSS together at oertain points in the curve. Thus 
it becomes important to know at what point in the curve this massing 
is greatest. !lOW much deviation there is from ·this central con centra.-
tion, lind on Which side of the point of concentration the greatest 
deviation occurs.. These facts can be told from several different 
2 
m-easures. According to Trask, the median and the coefficients of 
sorting and skewness describe the sediment accurately. TheBe will 
here be described briefly. 
The "median" diemeter marks the midpoint of the size distrlbu-
tiOD, i.e., 50% of the sediment has 8. di8!ll.eter less than the median 
diameter, and 50% haa ODe greate.t'. It also shows the exact position 
in the Wentworth scale to whiClh the . sample belongs , i.B., i1' the 
m.edian is 2.4 (phi unit) it 1s fine sand .. 
To det·ermine the degree or sorting Trask has adopted an index 
ot sorting that is very widely used today. This 1s based upon first 
1 F. C. Mills, Statistical Methods, p. 107. 
2 .P. D. Trask, Origin and EnvirQll!ll.ent of Source Sedi..msnts of Petroleum, 
p. 67-63. 
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and third quartilaa. These measures along with the median separate 
the entire distribution into four equal quarters so that one-fourth 
of the weight of the sediment is larger in diameter than the first 
quartlle (Q,l) BJld thr~"'f'ourths larg.ar than the third quartile (~). 
TIlt B then meaus ths.t 50% of the weight of the sample lies between the 
~ and~. Thus the closer Q1 is to ~ the better sorted will the 
sadiment be, and Trask caloulates t~i$ degree ot sorting by the 
tomula 
where So = coeffioient of sorting. He has -rurther establiahed a 
scale placing the sediment into classes accord1~g to their degree 
of sorting. and if So i8 less than 2. 5 the sample is well-sorted, 
if it is greater than 4.5 it is poorly sorted, whereas if it is 
about 3.0 1 t 1s normally or moderately well-sorted. The above 
m.easure has been used with some modification . to be discussed below. 
In addition t~ determining the degree of plentifulness of partl-
elss of approximately the seme size as the median diameter (So), 
Trask also ca1cu.lat es the point of maximum sorting or the "mode" 
of the distribution by the coefficient of skewness. The tormula 
by which this measure is calculated i5 as follows 
Sk = "1 x Q!y~l 
where l{ ""' median diameter. Whi le these measures are in tbeir essence 
used almost universally by petrologists. they differ radicall y as to 
the method of computing them. 
1 
Wentworth advocates the use ot moments 
1 C. K. Wentworth. Method of ComPUting Mechanical Composition Types 
in Sediments, Bulletin of Geological Society of Amerioa. Vol. 40, 
p. 771-790, 1929. 
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rather than quartlles . Uaden1 has also devised an index or sorting 
baaed on average rate or decrease in weight-percentage for each sub-
grade on ~ither side ot the mode - - a method not well-adapt~d to an 
analysis in which complete size distribution is obtained rather than 
a s~ries of Subgroups. 
2 
Krumbeln also advocates the use o~ moments but here the det~rmina-
tlans are made using the phi units instead of direct dimneter that 
Trask utilized. On the basis of first, second, and third moments , 
Krumbein derlv~s a series of measures corresponding to the "mean" or 
average diameter size, the standard deviation from this mean, and, 
again, the skewness. In the data that follow the arithmetic mean and 
standard deviation were calculated as follows: A tabular series ot 
Talues wera set up as shown in Plate 'I. The data are arranged in. 
Went-..rorth Classes (Column 1). corresponding phi unit B (Column 2). 
and the weight-percentage r~equenoies,(f), (Column 3). In Column 
4, (d), the maximum grade , is chosen as zero and grades above and 
balow era nu~ber&d in se~~enoe 6S negative and positive integers 
~espeotively. Based upon thee two oolumna all neoessary cal aula-
tions are made. These may be :followed without difficulty from the 
accoElpanying table , -where torm.ulas are gi van and oalculations are 
made for standard deviation and mean si ze. 
1 j. A. tJdden, Mechanioal Composition of' C1as"ti.t.£ ~S!.diments, Bulletin 
01' Geological Society of' America, Vol. 25" p. 555-744 , 1914~ 
2 W. C. Krumbein, Application of Logarithmic Moments to Size Fre-
quency Distribution of Sediments, Journal of Sedimentary Petrology, 
Ap~ilJ 1936, p. 35. 
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L-roumbein also caloulated eke'Mless derived from D
3
, the third 
moment, but its usa could not be recCTI1lllended tor sediments ot such 
a character as the Oriskany, 1.~ • .t features such as large amounts of' 
poorly sorted clays and silts caUBe major fluctuations in it s value, 
Wllch cBused the writer to diacard it . 
For this report it was originally intended to base the discus-
sion of the curves upon Krumbein t s moment m-easure8 siace the moment 
method considers the entire range of the size distribution, while 
the quartile mea8Ul'aS are based on the central 50% ?t the dt stri bu-
tion. However, as previously mentioned~ the peculiar character of 
S'6veral of the sedim.ents, 1..a. I their "tail" of silt and clay, 
tended to throw orr the moment measures to the degrae where, :although 
mathematically acourat-e, the picture of the sedL-uent presented was 
not a true one. For this reason the WTiter found it necessary t o 
Calculate all measures including the skewness. 'In the quartile 
metll.od. The mean and standard deviation values of Krumbein's, !J.ow-
ever, are alBa ll.sted for the purpose of compe.rison. 
Although the measures finally used represented in their essenoe 
the ones of Trask, some modification had to. be made in their cal-
culation since the plots are logarithmic ones end the values were 
1 
detezmined in 4 uni ta.· Krumbeln hsamade such aD adaptation by 
modifying Trask's original formulas and 111 developing conversion 
1 w. C. Kl'UJUbein, The Use of Quartile Measures in Describing and 
Comparing Sediments, .American Journal of Science, 1936. p. 98-111. 
Ta.ble Showing Computatton of Mom-ents ot Size Distribu-
tion of Sediments 
of 
Sample 1 G 
Grade Lim! t s Grad'BS in Wt.-% d fd d2 fd2 d3 
in mIll. • un1t. ( f) 
1 - 1/2 0-1 0 
1/2 - 1/4 1-2 6.00 -1 - 6 1 +6.0 -1 
1/4 - 1/8 2-3 62.70 0 0 0 0 0 
1/8 - 1/16 3-4 18.00 +1 +18 1 +18.0 +1 
1/16 - 1/32 4-5 7.50 +2 +15 4 +30 . 0 +8 








Totals 100.00 +44.4 +106.2 +229 
nz - 106.2 ~ 1.062 
100 
II - 229 - 2 . 29 3100 
MeeD. "" !lI) os n1 + midpo1nt Qf" d scale 
Mq! =< .44 + 2 = 2.44 
Standard Deviat10ll - ~~= -jr-ll-l---r(ll-l"')~! 
<Y~ .-il.06 - (.444)2 = 1.863 -.928 
Plate 7 
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charts whereby ,the results, though obtained in • units, could be lm-
mediately converted into the more widely used measures of Trask and 
the latter's standard terms then applied. The major molt ficationa 
will here be considsred. 
1. Since by the use of ~ units the grade scale increases to 
the right , ~ Will be the IB.l'ger unit (although still representing 
the smaller grade). .Also since in the logan thmic plot an arithmetic 
series rather than a geometric one !DUst be dealt with, the original 
formula of Trask DOW takes the tom 
2 
where QD~ -represents halt the spread between the quBrtilss. This 
1 
value, Ql}pt may be converted to So or Trask' 8 sorting coefficient 
almost instantly. and the sample then classed according to Trask's 
In skewness calculation, made upon this S8me basis. the value 
tluctue.tea around zero, tor in a perfectly symmetrical curve the 
median corresponds exactly with the point half-way between Ql and 
%, and the corresponding coefficient figure will be zero. How-
ever, if the ourve i8 skewed, the arithmetio !!lean of the quartilas 
departs from. this median and the degree to whioh the curve departs 
r~presents the sk8wne8s~ 
The skewness was therefore calculated by first determining the 
mean of th-e quartiles and then subtractin.g the .median !"rom it . This 
1 Ibid., p. 102. 
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is expr~ssed by the foDmUla 
Q~ 
- Ilo~ . 
Slcq<J can th.en be converted to Sk, Trask' 8 loger1 thmic measure to the 
1 
base 10. Thus it the value 1 B a posi t1 va one J the curve is skewed 
to the right, toward the finer sedlm.ants. and it negative it is 
skewed to the left of the median, toward the coarser sed1.:nents. 
Baker's Method 
2 
The author also considered using Bake?'S tactors to da~cr1b8 
the frequency curves of the sediments. Baker attempts to express 
the mechanical composition of the sediments by two numbers represent-
ing E,gulvalent Grade end the Grading Factor tor each sa.mple • . 
In plotting his curves, Baker USes a direct plot rather than 
the logarithmio one, and plots his percentages , as the abscissas) 
end the grade sizes (aft'ar Wentworth's soale) !l.s the ordinates. 
(S88 Plate 8). The :figure representing the average diameter and known 
as the Equivalent Grade 1s obtained by diTiding the area under the 
eurve by the length ot base line repres6Ilting 100% weight, and 
interpreting the length so obtained, in tams of the seale of' lengths 
used to represent diameters. The resulting f'igura is th9Il taken as 
a representative diameter, and the fine sediments will therefore give 
a low figure and coarser sedim.ente 8. larger f'igure. 
1 Ibid •• p. 109. 
2 H. A. Baker, On the Investigation of Mechanical Constituents of 
Loose Arenaceous Sediments, Geological Magazine, Vol . 57. 1920, 
p. 363 et seq. 
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Since it is possible for tID different curv~s to give the same 
equivalent grade, a second figure must be 'found to completely and 
accurately cate.gorize a specimen. ibis 1s knOllD. as the Grading Faotor 
and is based upon the respective proportions of .size grades. The area 
enclosed between the first ordinate, the Equivalent Grade line end 
the curve, represents th-e meaBllre Q!: variation of the aedi1ll.ent below 
the grade of the ideally per1"ectly- sorted s-ediment, and conversely 
the area enclosed between the last ordinate, the equivalent grade 
line. and the curve, represents the variation above the ideal grade. 
Th.erefol'e the sum of the two variations gl ves the total varia-
tion from the bypothetl cally perfectly graded sediment I and also may 
be thought of as giTing a measure of the tendency of the sadiment 
toward constancy of grading, or restriction of the diameters to the 
one representing the .equivalent grade size. Thus 
G.F. - Total area under curve - Total variation area 
Total area under curve 
where G.F. ~ or Grading Factor, represents actually the degree of 
sorting of the sediment. As the value approaches unity, grading is 
more perfect. 
Although a description of a curve made on such a basis may 
nave the advantage that the sediment may be quite conpletely described 
by two figur<9s, ~or the purpose of geographic mapping, etc., the 
writer found that its use was not a8 univeraa1 as Trask'S measures. 
It was also believ~d that since the purpose of such a description 
is to present data in a readily usable i'orm, such figures would not 
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serve as efficiently as the aforementioned measures. for they do not 
present a visual, graphic picture of the type of sediment as does 
the f requency curve. ODe which can more easily bring enlightenment 
~o the inexperienced reader in such 8. study. 
For purposes of comptll"ison the 88l1le sample has b.a9ll graphed 
both ways on Plate 8 on th-e following page. In t!J.e frequency curve 
~he median is given in phi units but upon conversion corresponds 
almost exaotly to the Equivalent Grade of' Baker's. In both graphs 
the numerical figure indicating degree of sorting shows a well-
sorted sediment. 
Discussion of Curves 
In the pages that follow each sediment is plotted in the form 
of a cumulative C".lrV'e and its derived frequency curve. These are 
given the same index number as those used in the histograms and 
therefore the aforementioned index of locations is here introduced 
again for the sake of convenience. The three plots on each :page 
'I'epresent in most cases, a sampl.e from the upper, mi ddle, and lower 
beds. The statistical measures ar~ in two principal sets, i.~ •• 
those baaed on quartil-e measures end those based on 1lDmen.ts. ~d in-
elude the median (Md) , first and third quartile (~ and ~), the 
quartile derivation (QlJ~) and skewneas (SkqM. axi tbllletio meon (Mtp) 
and standard deviation (6~), each recorded below the plots , in ~ 
units. In add! tion, Trask's coefficients of sorting (So) and at 
skewness (log Sk
IO
) were derived for the sake of rapid clc8sification 
in larger groups, 1.'8., "well-aorted, " "poorly sorted," etc e Upon 
[ct, , 
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the cumulative curves heavy dots have been placed to m82'k th9 median. 
and first and third quartiles, and upon the derived frequency curve 
ordinates were erected representing the Bam~ measures. 'l'his enables; 
the reader to tell at a glance in whi ch phi un! t 50% of' the sediment 
is concentrated, and also What the median size diameter ia. At the end 
of all the plots, the statistical data have been summarized in Olle 
























Index to Graphs 
Geographic Looation 
1 mile eBst of Strait Creek 
" 
" 







2 miles south of Streit Crsek: 
" " " 
" • • 






• " " 
" • " " 
1 mile east of Monterey 
• • • " • • • • " • 
it mile south of Monterey {east limb 
• " • " • (of syncline) 
" " " • " 
~~l~S south of Monterey (west 11mb 
" • • (of syn-
" " • " " ( cline) 
3i miles south 01' Monterey (west 11mb 




75 ft. below No. 1 
Lower contact 
Upper contact 
ApproXimately 100 ft . below 
No.4 
50 ft. below No. 5 
Upper contact 
Approximately middle at serl~a 
Within 25 ft. of lower contact 
Upper contact 
Middle of series 
Lower contact 
Upper contact 
30 ft. below No. 13 
10 ft. below No. 14 
Upper contact 
Appro~tely middle of series 
Lower contact 
Upper contact 
Middle of series 
Lower contact 
22 Just south of Cobbl~rMt. (top of Upper contact 
(anticline) 
23 3§- miles south of Hot Springs along Appro::e...nate1y middle of series 
Cedar Creek (east 11mb of Collision 
Ridge anticline) 
24 East lLmb of Collision Ridge anticline Upper con tact 
25 West limb of Collision Ridge anticline Believed to be !"rom middle 
beds 
26 (East limb of Back Creek Ut •• 4 mil.s) Upper oontaot 
27 (Northwest of Warm Springs) Middle l::leds 
28 " " • • Lower contact 
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Index to Graphs (continued) 
29 3 miles west of Wam Springs (east Upper contact 
30 • • • • • • (Bolar Ut. M1 ddt e beds 
31 • • • • • • (anticline) Lower contact 
32 6 1111188 west of Hot Springs (southem Upp.er con tact 
33 • • • • • • (part of Middle beds 
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Table Showing Statistical Data as Expressed in 
Plates 9 - 20 
Indez Samp1~ M~ Q.1~ ~ Q)l~ So ~ cr ~ Skq,p Log Sk10 No. 
1 4D 2.4 2.1 3.0 .45 1.35 1.'73 .'705 +.15 -.09 
2 2A 2.6 2.1 3.4 .65 1.55 2.25 .982 +.15 - .09 
3 4A 2.0 1 . 5 2.9 .70 1.65 2.25 .895 +.29 -.12 
4 2C 2.9 2.1 3.2 .55 1.45 1.'75 .868 -.25 +.15 
5 2B 2.9 2.2 4.0 .90 1.85 3.14 1.46 +.20 -.12 
6 4C 2.6 2.0 3.3 .65 1.55 2.75 1.1 +.05 - .03 
7 2L 2.9 2,7 3.'7 .50 1.4 2.68 1.03 +.30 -.18 
8 2E 2.3 1.9 3.2 .65 1.55 3.51 1.16 +.25 -.15 
9 2H 2.25 1.'7 3.0 .65 1.55 1.38 .8'7'7 +.10 -.06 
10 IG 2.9 2.4 3.7 .65 1.55 2.44 .928 +.15 -.09 
J.l 1F 2.6 1.9 3.5 .80 1.75 2.87 1.50 +.10 - .06 
12 ID 2.2 1.9 2.8 .30 1.25 1.26 •• 65 +.15 -.09 
13 5B 2.6 2.2 3.0 .4 1.35 1.66 .724 0 0 
14 ill 2.5 1.9 3.2 .6 1.50 1.6 .921 +.05 -.03 
15 lC Conglomeritlc - no analysis 
16. 3A 2.7 2. ~- 3.3 .55 1.45 2.31 .98 +.05 -.03 
17 3C 2.2 1.7 2.9 .60 1.50 1.33 .869 +.10 - .06 
18 2D 1.87 1.4 2.3 .• 45 1.35 2.47 .792 - .02 +.02 
19 3D 2.9 2.5 3.6 .55 1.45 3.1.1 .961 +.15 -.09 
20 a.I 2.5 2.0 3.4 .70 1.65 2.1'>9 .98 +. :>.0 -.1.2 
21 5A 2.8 2.4 .3.7 .ot' 1.55 ~.21 1.32 +,,25 - .. 15 
22 6D 2.7 2.2 3.6 .70 1.nEi 3.45 l.2 +.20 -.12 
23 6A 2.4 1.9 3.1. .60 loW 1.467 .822 +.1.0 -.06 
24 eH 3.3 2.8 4.2 .70 1.6~ 2.535 1.17 +.20 - .J.2 
25 6E 2.5 2.0 2.9 .45 1.35 1.009 .8 .... 15 -.09 
I m 
Plate 21 <II 
Index Sample M'1 
No. 
26 6~ 3.2 
27 6L 2.5 
28 8 2.4 
29 6G 3.0 
30 6P 2.4 
31 SZ 2.1 
32 6K 2.8 
33 eN 2.4-
34 6M 1.9 
Table Showi.ng Statistical Data as Expressed in 
Plates 9 - 20 (conti.nued) 
~" ~ Q.D<) 
So M~ 6'~ 
2.7 4.0 .65 1.5E 3.37 1.18 
2.0 3.1 .55 1.4E' 1.00 .825 
1.9 3.0 .. 5t' 1.4.e 1.5 .85 
2.5 3.7 .60 1.60 3.18 1.14-
1.9 3.2 .65 1 .. 55 1.53 .925 
1.7 3.0 .65 1.55 2.84 .99 
2.2 3.4 .60 1.50 2.87 1.07 
2.0 3.1 .55 1.45 2.07 .79 
1.5 2. 8 .65 1.55 2.18 .79 
























A study of the curves and Q..e.ta beers out the general conelusioD6 
made from the histograro.s . Specifically: 
1. The medians of' the upper beds :range in :phi units :from 2.4 to 
3.Z placing them, acoording to Wentworth's Bcale, into fine and vary 
fine send. The m1 ddle beds range f'rom 2.:2 to 2.6 1rl th only one specimen 
showing a medien of 2.~. ~6Be may be classed as fine sand but not B8 
fine as the upper beds . The l()1,o;er beds, with the 9hi vnits ranging 
:from. 1 .EW to 2.5 and ODe specimen in 2.B group, can be classed ill the 
medium to fine Band groups. Thus it is again .evident th6_t the b eds 
grade decidedly from meG.1um to very fine grained awd from the bottom 
to the t op of the aeries. 
2. From the sortine facto}', So 3 based upon Trask' s index of 
sorting, dl of the samples fail easily into the category of "well-
sorted" sediments since all So ve1ues are well below 2.5. Trask' s 
criterion for well-acrted sediments. From these same values. however) 
there appears to be no particular relationship betw-een :fineness or 
degree of sorting. III 50% of sediments the upper beds have the lower 
So value. indicating greater sorting and in the remsinine 50% the lower 
or -middle beds give the lower sorting value. .Also there is no evideD.ce 
of gradation according to geographic distribution. The same veriation 
holds tlu'oughout from northernmost to southel'IlIllOst samples. These 
values. however) are based only upon the middle 50% o:f the distribution. 
3. From the akeme88 values, converted to Trask's measure calculated 
as log to the base of 10. it can be Seen that all e~cept two sampl es have 
their curves skewed in 8 negative direction , l.ofI., to the left of the 
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median, indicating that the m.axiJnum degree of sorting takeE place be-
tween the fil'st c;.uartl1e and the median, or on the coarser side or 
the median. Since when th-e curve 1s perfectly symmetrical, the skew-
ness values will be zel"O, it is evident that all the curves except 
'two, both representing upper beds, end being perfectly 8ym!netrlcE~J 
Le~, having the median correspond with the point of maximum sorting, 
e.re skewed anywhere from. - . ?E· to +.30. This mesns that the point of 
mazimum sorting occurs from .25 of a Wentworth unit to the left of 
the median (toward coarser sediments), to .30 of a Wentworth unit 
to the right or the median (tow5rd the finer sands). 
4. The general shape of ell the curves reveals the cherecter of' 
typical shallow water sands deposited possibly in the zone of breakers. 
All the curves are predomlnently sandy t 'but some carry e. I'!tai11'! of 
silt and olay rendering them asymmetrical. It 1s possible that these 
"tailsl'! represent colloidal clay partioles - - but es suggested by 
l. 
Krumbeln such a trend in the cumulative curve revealing poorly sorted 
clays and silts, might also be du~ to pronounced current action in 
wet'tn' where the deposit was made. All of these tactors will be d1s-
CUfjssd in grea.ter detail at tl:.e end ot this report. 
Results of Studies in Roundness at Grains 
The results of the roundness studies accorCling to the method de-
scribed i~ pag~s 47- 50 are tabulated below~ As waB ciscu$sed in that 
section, the B8mples~ere assembled into three different size groups. 
1 W. C. K.rwrL'bein and Esther Aberdeen, The SeoiIJIents of Baratarh_ Eay, 
Journal ot Sedimentary Petrology, April, 1937, p. 13. 
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i. f'., H mm. (in 8 few samples where sand grains larger than i mm. 
WE're present~ they were included in this group), l .. - 1! B tIllt., and 1/ 8-
1/16 mm. In the tabulation that follows these size groups are celled 
group 1, 2, and 3 for convenience, and the average roundness for each 
of these groups in each sample is recorded. In addition, the highest 
end lowest degrees of rounding for each group (representing actually, 
the deviation from the mean) was consiQe'l"ec. important enough to be 
tabulated. As heretofore mentioned, the author did not deem i t ueces-
aary to determine the average roundness of the entire semple, but 
• 
rather considered BUch a figure to be misl asding. Comparisons were 
therefore made on the basis of size-traction for Size-traction, rather 
than for the semple in its entirety. 
1 
According to Coxt s classification, it will be seen from the 
I 
I tabulated data that almost all specimens range from well-rounded to 
I angular in shape, end a definite correlBtion may be mads between size of the grain and the degree of' roundness. It will be S€len f'rom 
the data the.t the larger grains are usually quite w·ell rounded and 
the smaller graiIlS decic:1edly ansular. That this correlation does 
not depend upon the fact that the coarser grains are on the whole 
more plentifUl than the finer ones, is shown by the fact that even 
in the upper beds, predomInsntly made up of very fine sands I this 
Telationshl p still hol~s. 
1 ap. 01 t., :p. 181. 
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On the following page, plots are made taking samples from upper, 
Inlddle , and lower bees -- each plot showing the relationship between 
aVSl."sge roundness of a given size fraction to the average roundness 
of other size fractions of the sample. The number in the right hand 
corner ot each graph represents the index number of the semple, the 
same number used for previous plots. The abscisse of each graph 
represents grade-size expressed in phi units, end the ordinates, the 
roundness in teTmS of Cox's percentage values. 
F~ the plots (Plate 22) it is evident that roundness is some 
function (not necesserily linear) of the size of the grain, the round-
neBS falling off with surprising regularity with decrease in siZe of 
graln6. However, it will be seen that no other correlation can be 
made, 1.e., geographic distribution seems to have no important bear-
ing on the roundness of the graine. 
Plots also reveal no relation between roundness of' each s1 ze 
fraction and the percentage of' the whole which tbst size f'raction 
makes up. 
Possible Significance of' Data on Roundness 
Very little i6 knO'WD. as to the rate at which quartz, grains v.'i11 
become rounded. 
1 
Anderson has done experimental work on this problEm 
and concludes that "rounding of' sand grains Is an exceedingly slow 
1 G. E. Jlnderson, Experiments on the Rate of Wear of. Sand GraiDs J 
Journal of Geology, Vol. 34, p", 144- 158. 
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Data Used for Plotting Roundness of Grains 
Index B_1 .. Size Lowest degree Highest degree Average 
No. No. Group of of Roundness 
Roundness Roundness 
1 4D 1 790 940 860-
2 768 996 840 
3 796 946 842 
2 2A 1 782 974 824 
2 670 954 824 
3 666 926 812 
4 20 1 825 980 884-
2 646 942 814 
3 526 796 719 
6 4C 1 762 946 849 
2 700 954 798 
3 600 900 790 
7 2L 1 
2 755 950 849 
3 696 952 808 
8 1 750 960 850-
2 652 946 835 
3 580 880 763 
9 1 720 979 852-
2 724 964 · 839 
3 686 920 815 
10 1G 1 790 978 861-
2 642 896 772 
3 556 910 767 
11 IF 1 760 978 895-
2 786 946 854 
3 640 910 756 
12 1D 1 826 947 896-
2 700 946 836 
3 655 965 634 
13 5B 1 7Q,o 940 849 
2 56·i 972 786 
3 600 964 756 
Plate 23 
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Data Used for Plottins Roundness of Grains 
( Continued) 
Index Sample Size Lowest degree Highest degree Average 
No. No. Group of of Roundness 
Roundness RouD,9nes8 
14 lR 1 780 905 854-
2 668 894 815 
3 600 924 780 
16 SA 1 720 900 838 
2 700 924 824 
3 666 940 818 
17 3C 1 776 962 860 
2 675 910 790 
3 660 960 839 
18 1 780 978 909-
2 716 920 826 
3 600 890 776 
19 3D 1 971 960 886 
2 725 945 821 
3 600 970 764 
20 1 782 955 880-
2 762 956 835 
3 700 916 810 
21 5A 1 830 967 890-
2 664 924 820 
3 600 946 819 
22 6D 1 826 956 881-
2 786 964 846 
3 700 942 804 
23 1 810 975 888-
2 775 956 830 
3 678 962 804 
24 61! 1 702 900 810 
2 no 946 839 
3 730 868 810 
Plate 23 (continued) 
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Data Used ior Plotting Roundness of Grains 
( Continued) 
Index Sample Size Lowest degree Highest degree Average 
No. No. Group of of Roundness 
Roundness Roundness 
25 1 800 951 87"'-
2 634 942 826 
3 714 928 809 
26 61< 1 725 987 866-
2 675 956 868 
3 642 954 824 
29 6G 1 746 946 826 
2 684 942 802 
3 640 946 808 
51' 1 774 964 876-
2 684 946 790 
3 682 916 780 
31 6Z 1 824 976 893-
2 615 920 834 
3 634 925 769 
32 6K 1 700 956 875-
2 774 924 844 
3 no 966 804 
33 6N 1 820 940 880-
2 650 975 819 
3 606 882 780 
34 6M 1 812 946 872-
2 680 946 839 
3 670 886 786 
Plate 23 (continued) 
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process," and other investigators conclude that the abrasion of quartz 
Band is a l engthier process than previously supposed. Thl a :fact sug-
geats that quartz grains, or the larger ones at least, had a8 their 
immediate source other sediments, rather than crystalline rocks, for 
the degree of rounding manif'ested by them certainly suggests that the 
sediments have passed through more than one cycle of erosi.on. It 1s 
of int erest to note here that Bome of the grains showed secondary 
growth of silica in microscopiC study -- but in many of these oases the 
secondary silic8 was seen to be an outgrowth of' a previously rounded 
nucleus. It is therefore possible tbat much of' t he angularity of tbe 
Becond size group ~~a d~e to suoh outgrowths. In the smaller pertl-
cles, however. the writer sought deliberately for such evidence but 
here (1/ 8 - 1/ 16 DIm.) the grains revealed greet ~gulerity and no 
evidence of secondary outgrowths as a possible cause. 
The degree of carrale.tioD rave~~d bet't.reen roundness and size 
1 
grade MacCartby found to be typioal of beach sande. He explained 
this by the fact ths,t smBll.er particles ere carried through suspension 
in the BUl"f end are therefore not rounded as rapidly as the larger 
grains which may originally have been abraded by wind and reworked 
2 
by water. Also , according to Galloway Ii' l.ass then 00% of' the grains 
1 Gerald R. MacCarthy, The Rounding of Basch Sands, Amerioan J ournal 
of Science, Vol. 225, ~933, p. 205; also, Eolian Sands - A Comparison , 
same publication, Vol. 230, )935. p. 81. 
2 J. J. Galloway, Value of' the Physicsl Character of Sands in t!t.!. 
Interpretetlon of the Origin or the Sandstones, Bulletin of Geological 
Society ot America, Vol. 33, 1922, p. 104. 
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are well-rounded, the sediment is of maxine origin. :MacCarthy in his 
treatise on Eolien sends also proved the greater efficiency ot wind as 
an abrasive agent end explained the tendency ot .mnaller grains to re-
veal greeter angularity due to th~ fact that they are more effectively 
cushioned by air or wate1.". 
It may be pertinent to introduce here the fact that many of the 
larger grains especially. showed ground glass or "frosted" surfaces 
1 
which according to Twenhofel are evidences of wind abrasion. Some, 
however, have apparently been modiflad by Bolution and their surfaces 
are shiny end glassy. The degree of glassiness increases with decrease 
in size grade, again indicating the solution effect. In the smallest 
grade size the surfaces of the grains reveal no evidences of wind 
action. 
Results or Heavy Mineral. Separations 
Al though heavy minerel separation '188 made according to procedure 
discussed earlier in the paper, time did not permit a petrogrephio 
study and theretore no systematic identification of minerals was made. 
2 
According to Stow, however, well rounded detl1. tal. grains of 
toul"l1l8l.ine -with Jagg.ed secondary gl"Owths, are present. Dr. Stow has 
ascertBined the secondary origin of these growths but has declared it 
to be more than a local phenomena. 
1 Wm. H. Twanhofel. Treatise on Sedimentation, p. 57. 
2 Marcellus H. Stow. Authigenic Toum.aline in the Oriskany Sandstone, 
American Minerologlst, Vol. 17 . No.4. Private communication. March, 
1938. 
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During a hasty exeminGtion of a few heavy minerel slides the 
wrt ter encountered such tourmaline growths in the fon'll. of' ep1inteJ7 
extensions of the parent grain, in the samples from Monterey locality. 
Zircon I leucoxene, and irregular lumps of limon! t8 were also present. 
The well-rounded appearance of many of these minerals and tbe 
fact that they are fOUDd among the very fins sands, again suggests 
that the :round grains have gone through more than one erosional cycle. 
1 
According t o Rubey such a concentration or heavy minerals wi thin that 
grade-size (IJ'8 - ~16 mm.) as contrasted with the paucity in remain-
ing sizes, would be expected if" the rock was derived from a previously 
sorted sedimentary source rock or if it had been subjected to con-
siderable abrasion during transportation. 
1 Wm. W. Rubey, Heavy Minerti.ls Within Sandstone, Journal ot Sedimentary 




From the foregoing rield and labor~tory data, an attempt will now 
be made to propose some ~xplenatlon 8S to the conditions of sedimenta-
tion at the time of the deposition of the Oriskany sandstone. It should 
be ~smembered. however, that, since the aforementioned data are not 
complete enough to justify any final conclusion as to these conditions, 
ell such interpretations ere to be regarded as highly tentative ones 
subject to revision upon further study_ 
To date very 11 ttle inf'ormation on the saoin;.entation of Oriskany 
sandstone has been published, but material is available regardillg the 
gml.eral paleography of the earlier Devonian sediments, and the '\'Ir! tar 
dtd not hesitate to incorporate all BUeh date as might seem. pertinent 
in the following discussion. 
History or the Oriskany Sandstone 
General "EnVironmental Conditions Previous to end Attendant upon 
Deposition of' Oriskany Sediments 
. It is generally conceded that in the Early Devonie.n times tbe 
inland sea of the eastern sBction of the United States was restricted 
to the ao- celled Appalachian BaBin, which actually represented an arm 
of' the sea. in the form or a l ong. narrow trough. extending in 8. direc-
-100 
the faunal evidences consisting of heavy shelled marine .fossils. and 
i"rorn the frequent evidences of cross-bedding, tbe sediments ;nay be 
eonsidered as havi~g been deposited in shallow maxine waters, probably 
close to the margins or eastern shoreline of the aforemontioned sen. 
This interpretatton J'!l.ight expla1.n some of the data on textural analysis 
of the stones. The fact that the coarser grades ot send, in the lower 
beds espeoially, are so atrik1~gly devoid of finer clay and silts as 
contrasted to upper beds, can then be explained by agitation of the 
1 
shallow \'laters, perhaps due to wave action. FIere the wav-es and CUr-
rants would have to be strong enough to wash the cosr.aer particles 
free of the riner ones but not strong eno~gh to carry the coarser 
particles any great distance. 
Thus moderate wave action in a shallow Baa close to a shoreline 
might aCCOUD.t for the high degree of Borting: throughout all the lower 
beds ~rom StraIt Creek to Hot Springs. the lack of a north-south 
variation being explained by the tact that this entire region ran 
paral.lel to, .,,:1'1~ equally distant from the shoreline, and the 
charact-.er of the sediment is much more llkely to c1.ange at a ra.pid 
rata in a direction normal to the shore than parallal to 1 t. Accord-
2 
ing too Twenhof'el uniform! ty parallel to the shoreline Is to be expected. 
The gradation in s1 ze of grain from lower to upper beds, however, 
becomes a little more difficult to explain. If sorting action of waves 
1 Trask, ~n . cit., p. 84. 
2 Op_ cit., p. 312. 
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and O'Ilrrents have c-9rried off the fine.r particles. these should be 
deposited :furthar west. No field or laboratoJ:'Y data from thet region 
1 
are a-valle.ble, but according to Sohuche:rt the material tends to get 
very £uch finer in the WBstern section of the region "at tL~s how-
over an occasional inte~strati~led layer of coarse lnaterlal Inaybe 
found." Evidently, then, the sediments were not all deposited at one 
time, dlfferenc's In carrying or transporting power being the criterion. 
Acco~ding to T,~ofe12 such vertical gradation is common in shallow 
seas as contrasted to deeper wat~r sediments which usually attain 
relatively uniform distribution ovar wide areas. Variabls currents 
and stom wav.es :may be influential in causing such stratificati.on, 
since between storms the transporting po~~r ie lessened ~d finer 
materIal will ~eadily be depOSited upon the former coarser surface. 
&~ch tidal and wave effect might than explain the variation of the 
middle beds. the relative fineness of the upper beds, and tue high 
degree or sorting throughout the ent1re series. In addition. it is 
probable that the westward transgr ess10n or the sea believed to have 
occurred in late Ort skany tL'lle J> NJaul ted in lower carrying capac1 ty 
of water close to the shore, ~nd the dropping ot finer particles wh1ch 
later were to form the upper beds of the formation. 
Source of Sediments 
Such an explanation tnuh-t be prefaced. however. by one explaining 
the ,sQuroQ: of theSe sediments. In eal"ly Devonian ti::n.ae the land mass 
1 Op. ~1t., p. 41 
2 OP. 01 t.. p. 312. 
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along the eastern margin of the Appalachian trough is believed t o have 
1 
been hardly above sea l svel. Therefore. the supply of clastio sedi-
1JI.ent ,s to this trough, '3.S a result of' stream erosion, 'Was negUgible. 
and it is possible that ovel" this low 18nd on the east, chelnical 
rather then mechanical weathering was quite wi despread. According to 
Fettke, t:i::Lere is no evidence of extensiV8 vegetal covering in early 
Devonian, and the cliolste was probably BUf!ioiently waxm and moist to 
permit such ~athering to go on t o maturlt7. altering to the point of 
disintegration and pu1v81."lzation all the Bofter minerals, l eaving the 
more resistant insoluble quartz grains free. It is prob8ble, then, 
that at this time these quartz grains and Buch . of the minsrals as 
esoaped chemical diSintegration were subjected to the action ot w1nd 
whi ch resulted in the aocumulat1on 01' a sandy mantle over the lowland. 
!u the laboratory, evidences or wind erosion were seen in the f?osted 
surfaces of some of the larger grains and their greater degree of 
.rounding .. 
Durlng the latter part of ort skany time the lend mass on the east 
2 
was uplifted and stream erosion resulted in the shifting of these 
sands from the mainland to the trough, and the reworki<lg of the pre-
viously wind-worn senda by streams and waves as heretofore .explained, 
the highly pulv~rized and disintegrated materials being carried dOlm 
by the streams to form the olay and silt deposits, laid down upon, 
1 C. R.. Fettke, OD. ')i t., p. 243. 
2 Ibid. 
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end sometimes trapped among, the preViO\ls1y deposited coarser sediments. 
The subsequent action of the waves and wate:r upon the sand grains was 
evidenced trom laboratory study in the fr8q~ent pitted surfaces and 
the very glassy surfaces of some of the larger grains and ell of tbe 
smaller onas 88 a result of the solution effect. The high degree of 
sorting is of course anot:.:ter result of wave action. 
The tact that these sediments were derived from. pre-ax1stlng sedi-
millts rather than crystalline rocks C8llD.ot here be cancluai valy proved 
due to lack of petrographic study OIl heavy minerals . 'However, lli feYl 
facts gleaned f~ hasty laboratory study or th~ latter presents evi-
dance that seems to point favorably toward such an eX',Jlsnation. 
I t will be recalled that all the heavy 1Iliner&ls e7..a.'Il1ned appeared 
to be well-rounded and to be concentrated within the finer grades, i.e., 
1/8 - 1/16 1lI!I1. 1 Rubey has found this coneentr~tlon especially typloal 
at sandstone source rock sinoe the degree of abrasion of the heavy 
minarels as determined by their rouuidnea8 end their concentration 1rr 
the smaller size, 1.s too gI"eat to have b'een evolved from only one 
oycle of erosion. 
2 
According to Barrell, although larger. heavier 
minerals clearly sufter more loss by fi.brasion than smaller, lighter 
ones in a unit diatan C!e of travel, that loss is dUB mainly I not to 
1 Yhn. W. Rubey. Roay l4inerals Wi thin Sandstone, Jot1.I'O.nl of Sedi:m.enta"l7 
Pet?Olosy, April. 1933~ p. 22-25. 
2 H. Ster.nberg~ cited by Joseph Barrell) Marine and T8rr~strisl Con-
glomerates, Geological Society of America, Bulletin 36~ p. 327. 
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their own movement whioh wollld be rather slow, but to the oontinuous 
blast of the rapidly moving lighter grains which are always sweeping 
past them.. ThUG Sll1all fragments would be broken off and oarried away 
from the perent mineral, and the latter would then be subjected to 
further abrasion and Borting which eventually places them amongst the 
finer grada8 and makes them relatively soarce in the coarser grades . 
T.!J.is again wou.ld seem. to require more than one cycle of erosion to 
attain the degree of sorting evidenced in th~ Oriskany. 
Deg'Y"se of Transportation 
Judging fl."Om the shapes or the coarser grains especially tone 
is apt to decide mQlllEmtarl1y that the Oriskany sedilnen.ts have be-en. 
transported over long distances. Ill. view of the foregoing discus-
sion, howev~r. and the fact that the sedL~ents are found close to 
what Is believed to be the former shoreltne. being derived for the 
most part from tile mainland immediately bordering the trough, it 
'WOuld seem as though actually they had travelled relatively short 
distances. Therefore, the e:x:plenation probably 11es in the fact that 
the inl tlal effect of' a sedimentary source rock is likely to be si3D.i-
lar to that of long continued transp~rtatlon before deposition, and the 
OriSkany sediments were probably transported only a moderate diatance. 
Another question arises as to whether all the composing sediment a 
of the Oriskany likely have tile same source a Again a conclusive answer 
cannot be given. However, 'the fact that t he smaller grai-Qs show glassy 
rl'lther than 1'rosted surfaces and are decidedly angular in shape raises 
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the question as to whether or not they may have a more recent origin. 
than the ooarser sediments. While this is possible it does not seem 
l. 
probable, for MacCarthy presents a plausible explanation of t~1s in 
the statement that smaller particles are more effectively cushioned 
by air or water and are t~erefore not as easily abraded as larger on~S. 
Thus it 1s probable that although the Si!laller grains do not ~ en 
abrasional hiatol'"',1 comparabl~ to the larg8l' ones, they ere of the 
same age and origin. 
Secondary DeEnsi ts 
Evidences such as second8.;.-Y enlarge:..uent of quartz and heavy 
mineral grains, and the :formation of well-:form..ad Q.uartz e:rystale 
in the Hot Springs area, notably I suggest the work at' underground 
wet·a'!." in interstices. fractll:res, and cavit1es of the sandstone. That 
such secondary deposition is also the caU&6 01" the iron and manganese 
nodules seems a likely ~oncluslon. The tact that pockets or lens-
like concentrations of iron oxide were especially numerous in the Hot 
Springs area in the sa~e region that revealed much secondary mineral 
~h. bears out this 1"act . More recent investigations in t~e field 
2 
of Oriskany iron ores have brought forth indisputable evidence that 
such oreB are replacement efrects of meteforic waters descending down 
from -rather r ·erX"Uglnous overlying shale, alt:'lough it was originally 
1 Gerald R. 
Vol . 225, 
MaCCarthY! Eolian Sands, _4merican Journal 01" Sciance, 
1933. p.8 
.2 Samuel E. Doak, Oriskany Iron Ores of Virginla, Engineer's Mining 
Journal. p. 386. 
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contended that long exposure to atmospheric agencies before consollda-
tion of the sediments might, at that time, have caused iron oxide de-
posl ts to surround the grains. If such were the case, however, the 
lOl'ter layers especially should be universally brovm in color and possess 
approxl!!18.tely equal amounts of th-e oxide. This is not BO, but rather 
the presence of the mangane~o and iron deposits seems to be directly 
~&lated to the degree of fracture of the containing rock. 
Un801-v.ad Probl8I!18 
While the previous disoussion has attempted to theorize and sug-
geat possible interpretations of laboratory data, many problems still 
-remain unsolVed. Some of the latter remained so due to insufficient 
field study, i.e., a thorough study of the occurrence and textural 
trend of the Oriskany west of the present outcrops is necessary to 
describe 8dequat~ly the irregular dist~ibutiQn and the gradation in 
size grain from the lower to upper beds. Until such an invastigatlon 
can be carried on the writer has entertained the theory suggested 
~ 
originally by Suess and since elabor8t~d upon by Schuchert of 05c1l-
lating shorelines as a possible explanation. 
It is generally conceded that the uplift of the eastern boundary 
of th~ Appalachian Sea, had a tilting effect that pushed the Oriskany 
sea westward and caused the sediments to be laid down in a shallow 
transgressing sea. Such a basi T! would, of course, be constantly re-
1 C. Schuchert, 1)9. cit . p. 511. 
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ceiving detrital materials and unequal loads ill different areas would 
alter locally the depth of the sea and the width of the rssul.tlng 
daposi ts. Also such unequal lo~ds and subsequent local subsidence 
would tend to cause the fluctuation or the shoreline and consequent 
gradations of sediment . 
The cherty phase underlying the Oriskany sandstone, its occur-
rence in Monterey vicinity northward, and its absence in the Warm 
and Hot Springs area presents another problem. If, as Swartz1 suggests, 
the Shriver Chert is a muddy bottom phase equivalent in time to Becraft 
of Helderbergian age, the writer has no explanation to offer. If , 
however, it may be considered the base of Oriskany sandstone, younger 
than Becraft, a possible explanation lies in the fact that during 
the latter part of the Helderbergian time, the sea was greatly re-
duced in size. and locally- much of the Helderbergian upper strata 
was subjected to erosion. Simultaneously. local ::n.arah lands and flats 
still remained in which muds were deposited '9Ib.1oh later may have con-
.solidated to form what is no", known as the Shriver Chert . Before 
cODsolidation, however, with the reflooding of the Appalachian trough 
and uplift of land mass on the esst, the fauna which today character-
izes Oriskany so typieally. was introduced and in this manner perhaps 
became buried in the underlying muds. The Shrt..,er is notably. more 
closely related faunally to the Oriskany than to the Becraft. 
1 Op . cit. 
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Summary 
The present paper haa attempted to evaluate the physical and &ll-
vlronmantal. conditions under whioh the Oriskany sandstone was deposit ed. 
based upon a laboratory study of the textural characteristics of the 
sediments. The study included mechanical analyst.s by s1 fting and 
sedimentation methods and. the plotting of the results on histograms 
and frequency curves. Additional studies were made on the roundness 
of the grains according to CO%'S percentage deterw~netiont and although 
heavyminaral separations were completed for each sample, time did not 
permit identification of the separates. 
The swmna~j conclusions derived from data secured from the abOVe 
investigations suggest that: 
1. Or! skany sandstone represents shallow water deposits laid 
down in an inland transgressing sea, quite close to the shore • 
.2. The sediments were probably derived from pre-ertst'Snt sands 
from land mass just east of Appala chian trough, rather than crystalline 
rocks. 
3. Oriskany sands were transported only !J modereta d1stanee be-
fore deposition. 
4. Subsequent to deposition and consolidation, the 28Ddstone 
has been modified by ground water which haa caused secondary crystal-
lization, enlargEllllent, and intergrowth o-t quartz grains and which 1s 
also responsible for :pockets of iron oxide and manganese found especial-
ly in the Hot Springs area. 
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